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Abstract 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – or Drones is a broad term for a range of aerial 
vehicles that are not manned. UAVs are capable of capturing ground spatial 
data by mounting a camera onto the UAV to capture photogrammetric 
images. These photogrammetric images are able to be geo-referenced using 
a process called ortho-rectification. From these geo-referenced images spatial 
data can be obtained and output such as digital elevation models. With the 
ever increasing access and reduced costs to this type of technology this may 
become a viable tool for the modern surveyor to increase their efficiency and 
reduce workplace risks.  
 
The modern surveyor must continually adapt their field practices to match the 
most contemporary technologies accessible. In this regard, the following 
dissertation aims to compare the use of UAVs as a photogrammetric tool for 
Survey measurement purposes. The aspects tested within this comparison 
include: precision, accuracy, limitations, and overall operating costs of both 
conventional trigonometric survey techniques and UAV photogrammetric 
methods.  
 
Initial research was conducted within the use of UAVs for photogrammetric 
image capture, methods were developed to determine appropriate flight 
planning, ground control, and camera settings to ensure a high level of 
accuracy and precision. Field observations conducted within this dissertation 
test photogrammetric UAV data in comparison with conventional survey 
technique data within an active civil construction project. A number of site 
considerations such as: ground cover, vegetation types & densities, buildings 
& other vertical structures, water bodies, and colour of objects have been 
specifically tested for accuracy for comparison of the conventional survey data 
with the UAV photogrammetric data. Field observation times, office reduction 
times, overall equipment costs and total project completion costs have also 
been recorded for both methods to determine a cost-benefit analysis for a 
number of different types of survey.  
 Field observations within this dissertation test these specified accuracies, and 
analyse differences in quoted accuracies. The critical objective for the 
comparison within this dissertation is to provide quantified evidence for the 
types of survey work that an unmanned aerial vehicle can be utilised.  
 
Field testing was only conducted using one type of photogrammetric UAV it is 
recommended that further research be conducted into other UAV models in a 
similar comparison as tested within this dissertation  
  
Fixed wing UAVs are capable of providing high precision ortho-rectified 
georeferenced 3D photogrammetric models with horizontal accuracies of 
20mm and vertical accuracies of 35-50mm. The results from the project show 
that UAVs are appropriate as a tool for topographic mapping, work as 
executed surveys, and volume surveys.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The following section of this dissertation will outline the background 
and context of the project, the aim of the project, the scope of the 
project, and finally conclude this information. This background will 
provide a basis and context for the literature review, field testing 
methodology and results, the analysis and discussion of these results, 
and finally conclusion as to the outcomes of the project.  
 
1.2 Background and Context  
Surveying can be defined as the science of measuring the land for the 
purpose of creating a map of the land, or to place marks on the ground 
representing a map or model. However in a modern context the map 
produced by the Surveyor may be in fact exists in a digital data format 
(model) rather than a physical paper copy map. Traditionally the 
theodolite and steel band were used for horizontal positioning by 
surveyors, and optical levels used for vertical positioning. During the 
latter part of the 20th century electronic distance measurement (EDM) 
devices were developed and integrated with data recorders inside 
theodolites this led to the creation of the total station. The total station 
became the Surveying industry standard for horizontal and vertical 
positioning for topographic mapping.  
A range of other modern technologies have been developed and 
utilised by Surveyors in the 21st century including: global navigation 
systems (GNSS), terrestrial laser scanners, digital cameras capable of 
photogrammetric measurement, digital levels, and non-reflector laser 
EDM’s. All of these technologies have been tested to be capable of 
producing a digital model for survey purposes, however none of these 
technologies has entirely replaced the total station as the Survey 
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industry standard, and these new technologies have been developed 
and utilised with niche aspects of surveying in mind. For the modern 
surveyor a range of instruments and technologies will be used for 
different aspects of measurement within their work. The purpose of this 
dissertation is to test the possibility of utilising unmanned aerial 
vehicles as a survey instrument or technology.  
Surveying is a very old profession and surveying techniques have been 
used for over 2000 years to record parcels of land and create 
topographical maps. Throughout the early history of the profession 
measurement tools were limited to the technical resources available 
during their period. During the 19 th century surveyors utilised the 
improvements in lenses to help develop high quality lenses for optical 
theodolites, and improvements in high precision machine 
manufacturing to create high precision steel bands (known as 
Surveyors Chains). This tradition of utilising the latest technology 
continued throughout the 20 th century with the introduction of digital 
data recorders, electronic distance measurement (EDM), digital survey 
computing packages, global position system (GPS) and global 
navigation system (GNSS) measurement devices, and laser scanning 
measurement devices. This progression in the instrumentation and 
technologies utilised by Surveyors is an indication that the survey 
industry must keep up with the contemporary technologies of their 
society.  
 
Figure 1.2.1. – [left image] displays the Farrow Focus X130 Terrestrial Laser Scanner (Trimble, 2015) 
Figure 1.2.2. – [right image] displays the Aibotix X6 multi-copter UAV (Leica Geosystems, 2013). 
Both images depicting examples of new technologies utilised by modern Surveyors.  
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In order for the 21st century Surveyor to keep their field and office 
practices cost effective for society’s needs, we must adapt and test 
new technologies in order to make our work more effective and 
efficient. In this context the focus of this technical research report is to 
investigate and test the use of photogrammetric unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) as a measurement device for the modern 21st century 
surveyor. The technical tests involved in the research involve testing a 
photogrammetric unmanned aerial vehicle against a modern survey 
total station. The total station is a combination of EDM, data recorder, 
and optical theodolite; which can be considered a conventional 
measurement device for the 21st century surveyor. The main focus 
within the comparison of the UAV and conventional techniques will be 
the following factors: field and office times for work completion, 
accuracy and precision of data, equipment limitations, and technical 
knowledge required to operate equipment. The literature revealed that 
these elements should be being tested as they are vital factors for a 
surveyor to consider before adopting a different measurement 
technology for their field work.  
   
         
Figure 1.2.3 – [left image] Leica 1200 series TS at scenic cliff location in Redhead Beach, NSW. 
Figure 1.2.4. – [central image] Leica 1200 series GPS receiver (University of Lisbon, 2015)  
Figure 1.2.5 – [top right image] Leica TS15 TS used for field testing in this dissertation 
Figure 1.2.6 – [bottom right image] Leica Sprinter electronic level . 
*Further examples of modern survey equipment and the range of locations in which they are used.  
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1.3 Project Scope 
The research and field testing conducted as part of this dissertation will 
compare the current UAV technologies available for the purpose of 
aerial photogrammetry with conventional survey techniques over a 
range of different survey tasks. The field test ing will provide an actual 
physically tested comparison between the two techniques.  
The results from the research and field testing should provide insight 
into: the possible accuracies, advantages & limitations, field and office 
staff times, and overall costs of both methods. These results and 
conclusions should provide objective information for a Surveyor, 
looking into the possibilities of using a photogrammetric UAV as part of 
their measuring equipment. 
In a current context the practicing professional surveyor may be 
required to undertake a wide range of measurements for a vast variety 
of purposes. Land Surveyors complete a variety of tasks for a range of 
purposes, with the types of surveys including: cadastral property 
boundary definition & marking, infrastructure & civil construction work 
set-out surveys, as built surveys for constructed works, detailed feature 
surveys of existing infrastructure, large topographic surveys of rural 
lands, precise levelling, monitoring surveys, façade ach building 
surveys, volume and earthwork calculation surveys, and geodetic 
control network surveys. Mine Surveyors also complete a range of 
surveys in their works including: blasting set-out surveys, private 
control network surveys, mine lease area surveys, earthworks and 
volume calculation surveys, underground mine set-out and location 
surveys, and topographic surveys of areas above the mine works.   
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1.4 Aim 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) technologies have seen rapid 
advances in recent years, these advances in UAV technologies can 
provide spatial data for use in wide range of applications. These 
application areas include: mine surveying, environmental and natural 
resource management, land use and land cover mapping, 3D 
modelling, still-photography, film, and even military purposes. The 
history of the development of UAV’s and the current applications are 
further denoted within Chapter 2, the Literature Review. 
Surveyors (and Spatial Scientists) have an applied knowledge of geo-
spatial data and how to measure, map and model it in the real world. In 
this regard, the use of UAVs should be tested and analysed by 
Surveyors in order to discover the opportunities and limitations of the 
use of UAVs as a measurement device for mapping and modelling 
spatial data. UAV’s with mounted digital & multi spectral cameras, 
and/or LiDAR sensor can provide large areas of spatial data in a short 
amount of time, much shorter amounts of time than conventional 
Surveying techniques. This data can be combined using similar office 
reduction techniques to terrestrial laser scanning and photogrammetry 
office data reduction techniques. 
In this regard, there is potential that Private and Government sector 
Surveyors and Spatial Scientists to be able to utilize UAVs to replace 
current manual measurement practises, such as GPS receivers, Total 
Stations, and Laser Scanners. This may provide savings in labour 
times, and therefore over costs to measure spatial data for large areas. 
In order for UAVs to become accepted as a viable alternative to current 
manual spatial measurement techniques they need to be tested for 
precision, accuracy and other limitations to provide appropriate 
applications of UAVs.  
Under the Surveying and Spatial Information Act 2006  for the 
Australian State of New South Wales all Surveyors are required to 
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verify any of their measurement equipment that are using for Survey 
purposes. In this regard, the Surveyor General has been appointed by 
the National Measurement Institute of Australia under the National 
Measurement Act, 1960 as the verifying authority for Surveyors and the 
validation of their instruments.  
As this dissertation is being completed within the Australian state of 
New South Wales the state’s Surveyor General provides direction for 
verification of distance measurements within the jurisdiction. The 
Surveyor General of the state of New South Wales provides written 
documentation in the form of a series of directions in regards to 
specific survey areas. Direction no.5 – ‘Verification of Distance 
Measurement Equipment’ will be drawn upon for  reference within this 
dissertation. Within Direction no.5 all equipment must be verified for 
both precision and accuracy in the form of calibration against an 
authority verified length, such that any length measurement made by 
the instrument will have an accuracy of 10mm + 15ppm or better (New 
South Wales Government, 2009). Incidentally the UAVs 
photogrammetric measurement will be tested to see if the accuracy 
meets this requirement. If the accuracy does not meet this requirement 
the UAV would not be legally valid as a Survey instrument within the 
State of New South Wales 
In order to confirm the validity of the UAVs photogrammetric 
measurement capabilities it should be verified against an instrument 
that has been tested and calibrated against a known length as verified 
by the relevant authority. In the case of the field testing within this 
dissertation a Leica TS15 Total Station has been used for comparison 
with the UAV Survey data since it has been verified along a known 
baseline within the state of New South Wales.  
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1.5 Objectives 
For the purposes of this dissertation a number of potential survey 
works will be applied to the data obtained from field testing, this will 
allow an assessment of the appropriateness of the use of 
photogrammetric UAVs as a standard Surveyor’s instrument. Under 
New South Wales state legislation there is certain instrumentation 
required for marking of property boundaries under the NSW Survey and 
Spatial Information Regulation 2012, which in-turn prevents the use of 
other equipment, therefore the UAV will has not been tested for 
cadastral property boundary definition and marking applications. 
Certain other survey works which involves physical marking or ‘set -out’ 
survey works is not feasible using the UAV photogrammetric 
techniques.  
However many other works such as: detailed feature surveys, 
topographic mapping, earthworks & volume surveys, and ‘as built’ 
surveys for civil construction works have been tested within this 
dissertation. The results and analysis section of this report wi ll provide 
further details of the appropriateness of the use of UAVs for all of the 
above listed surveys. 
 
Figure 1.5.1 – The Sensefly Ebee fixed wing photogrammetric UAV during an Ultimate Position Group 
demonstration during University of Southern Queens land practical course ENG3902 in 2014. Image 
taken by C.Smeaton during the ENG3902 practical course in 2014.  
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1.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion the aim of this dissertation is to test the measuring 
capabilities of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) in comparison to 
conventional surveying techniques in the form of total station 
trigonometric measurements by a surveyor on the ground. This 
comparison should provide insight into the accuracy, precision and 
limitations of the use of UAVs as a survey instrument. 
As discussed above there has been a development of the use many 
alternative survey instruments to the total station over the past 15-20 
years. Although still not replacing the total station as the industry 
standard for surveyors these alternative instruments such as GPS 
receivers, and terrestrial laser scanners have been found to be more 
effective for certain aspects of surveying than total stations. The fly 
over process that UAVs utilise for photogrammetric measurement 
causes a reduction of manual work in the form the surveyor walking 
grids over the survey site. This reduction may also provide 
instrumentation for surveyors in areas which are not safe for surveyors 
to walk over, such as cliffs, and unstable embankments. 
The types of survey which UAV photogrammetric instrumentation has 
been compared to conventional survey instrumentation within this 
report include: topographic mapping, detailed feature surveys, ‘work as 
executed’ surveys, and finally earthwork & volume calculation surveys. 
These types of surveys have been deemed appropriate as possible 
realistic applications for the UAV as a survey instrument. The 
comparison within this report will confirm the appropriateness and 
validity of their use for the chosen survey types.  
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
As part of this report research in the form of a literature review was 
conducted on a number of key aspects that are relevant to the 
dissertation topic being ‘survey applications of UAVs – a comparison 
with conventional techniques’. These key aspects as re flected below 
include: the definition of UAVs, the applications UAVs can be utilised 
for, early UAV photogrammetric technology development, use of UAVs 
for photogrammetric measurement, the use of UAV photogrammetric 
measurement within survey applications, conventional survey 
techniques, and product specifications for field equipment used within 
this report. The research into peer reviewed literature within these key 
aspects listed above allows for a better overall understanding of the 
topic area which in turn assisted in field testing approach and design.   
 
2.2 What are UAVs  
In broad terms ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicles’ (UAVs) can be described as 
any aerial vehicle that is not manned, the title does not necessaril y 
specify that the vehicle is being remotely controlled in anyway. More 
concisely the term ‘Drone’ refers to a type of unmanned vehicle that is 
being remotely controlled by either man or computed program. 
This broad category of unmanned vehicles has a vast range of different 
types of vehicles that can be considered UAV, this includes: air 
balloons, air ships, fixed wing vehicles, single, dual & multi -rotor 
vehicles, kites, and even carrier birds such as Pigeons. A UAV does 
not necessarily have to be remotely controlled, although the general 
conception for modern UAVs (or Drones) is that they are either 
remotely controlled by a computer or person. However living UAVs 
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such as carrier Pigeons were utilised for spying purposes in the early 
20th century. 
The vast development of modern UAVs over the 20 th and 21st centuries 
has allowed for their use in a range of applications in a number of  
sectors of society including: military, commercial and even recreation 
use. This vast range of uses and applications of UAVs has led to a 
range of developments in the use of UAVs and related flight planning 
and control systems.  
What is a UAS? – Definition 
UAS stands for Unmanned Aerial System, and it describes the entire 
system used for the operation of a Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).A  
UAS can include a number of aspects of the system that is controlling 
the vehicle including: the unmanned aerial vehicle, the flight control 
system, and the communication system between the UAV and flight 
control (radio receivers/transmitters).  
 
2.3 UAV Applications 
As of 2015 UAV’s have multiple fields of application, for military, 
civilian, and commercial use. The following section will briefly outline 
the current applications of UAVs in all three sectors and the 
applications within each sector.  
The military has multiple applications for UAVs throughout naval, army, 
and air force sectors. UAVs have now become a commonly used 
application in modern military activities. Austin (2011) describes the 
militia applications of UAV to include: shadowing enemy fleets, 
electronic intelligence, relaying radio signals, protection of ports from 
offshore attacks, submarine warfare, reconnaissance, surveillance of 
enemy activity, monitoring of nuclear, biological, or chemical 
contamination, target designation and monitoring, location and 
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destruction of land mines, long-range high altitude surveillance, radar 
system jamming and destruction, airfield base security, airfield damage 
assessment, and elimination of unexploded bombs. Military 
applications of UAVs have become highly developed as a product of 
being the first sector to develop these technologies. The development 
of these UAV technologies is a consequence of the inherit danger of 
military undertakings. 
Civilian or recreation applications of UAVs have been present since the 
development of remote controlled planes, helicopters, and other 
various UAV devices. Recreational UAVs are primarily radio control 
UAV devices. The earliest records of radio controlled UAVs date back 
to the late part of the 19 th century, and the vehicle utilised was the 
airship (or blimp). Further developments of radio controlled UAVs 
throughout the 20 th century led to a large number of groups and 
associations being created for the use of hobby remote controlled 
UAVs. With the development of smaller electronic motors and other 
components in the 21st century these recreational remote controlled 
UAVs have become even more readily available as hobby vehicles and 
children’s toys. Over the past 5 years multi-rotor remote controlled 
UAVs with quality flying and controlling abilities have also become 
available for the recreational (or civilian) market.  
The commercial sector has also utilised the development of this 
technology, with a large number of industries developing applications 
for the use of UAVs including (but not limited to) the following 
commercial sectors: agriculture, forestry, vegetation mapping, mining, 
aerial photography, movie, film, & sport photography, emergency 
services and border protection services. 
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2.4 Early UAV Photogrammetric Technology Development 
The first records of the use of UAV technology was during the mid-late 
19th century. These 19 th century UAVs were constructed in the form of 
air balloons and airships. Air balloons were utilised for scientific study 
purposes to determine information about the upper atmosphere 
Esienbein (2009). The first records of the use of unmanned air ships is 
in 1849 when Austria launched approximately 200 unmanned air ships 
loaded with fuse timer controlled bombs over the city of Venice 
(Naughton, 2003).  
In the 20th century a number of unmanned aerial vehicles were used to 
take aerial imagery for the purpose of spying during the world wars. 
The vehicles used to mount cameras to capture these images include 
kites, model hot-air balloons, pigeons, and rockets (Newhall 1969). 
Whittlesey (1970) begun documenting archaeological finding by using a 
tethered model balloon with a mounted camera on a gimbal 9 metres 
below the balloon during flight. After testing a number of camera 
models Whittlesey found that when using a Hasslebald 400 FL camera 
operating with a Zeiss Distagon 50mm lens and radio control that 
allowed images to be captured up to 600m above the ground.  
Later in the 1970’s early experiments began  in the use of fixed wing 
UAV’s. One of the earliest documented testing of fixed wing UAV’s was 
conducted by Przybilla and Webber-Ebbinghaus (1979). These 
experiments found that the 3 metre long fixed wing UAV had a number 
of limitations in its use; it required a short run-way within close vicinity 
of the site, and images captured were insufficient in quality due to the 
vibrations caused from the UAV’s engine. The recommendation of their 
experiments was that a rotary wing UAV was worth investigating as it 
should capture more stable images. In 1980 Webber-Ebbinghaus 
experimented using a model helicopter for UAV photogrammetry 
purposes, a model helicopter being an example of a rotary wing UAV.     
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Figure 2.4.1 [left image] – An early American Air balloon at Alpine Helen (photo by Bernard Nagy)  
Figure 2.4.2 [right image] – An image of Nikola Tesla’s remote controlled  Airship in the 19
th
 century 
(Naughton, 2003) 
 
 
2.5 Photogrammetric Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
The use of UAVs to capture photogrammetric images has been rapidly 
developed since the early 2000’s. Esienbein (2009) lists a range of 
different types of UAVs capable of being used for capturing 
photogrammetric images, these include: Balloons, hang glider, 
paraglider, kites, gliders, rotor-kite, airship, propeller, jet engines, 
single rotors, coaxial, quad-rotors, and multi-rotors. From around the 
turn of the 21st century the most commonly used and further developed 
UAVs for photogrammetric purposes have been the fixed wing, and 
multi rotor UAVs (Haardbrink, 2011). 
Fixed wing UAVs are designed similar to a model plane, being 
constructed of light and highly durable materials such as poly-
styrienne. This reduces the UAV weight and reduced the cost of 
replacing wings and other parts of the UAV since the parts are also 
relatively cheap to replace when the UAV does have a crash or 
collision. The advantages of fixed wing UAVs are their robust simple 
construction and long length of flight time (usually around 40-60 
minutes). Disadvantages of fixed wing UAVs are that photographs can 
only be captured from a vertical (or plane-view) perspective, and high 
wind speeds will affect flight path and may cause some tilting off 
vertical as the image is captured. 
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Multi Rotor UAVs have developed rapidly with recent advances in 
electronic motor technology. They may consist of four or more rotor 
blades, with half spinning clock-wise and the other half spinning anti-
clock wise. Reducing the speed of one specific rotors engine will allow 
the operator precise manoeuvrability of the UAV. The camera is 
mounted to the bottom of the UAV with a camera mount, this mount 
may be set so that the camera faces directly down at all times or may 
be manoeuvred to take photographs at different angles – allowing the 
sides of objects to be photographed more precisely. Some 
disadvantages of the multi-rotor UAVs include short battery life for rotor 
engines, which makes for short flight times. The multi rotor UAVs also 
have less robust construction than fixed wing UAVs, and are more 
easily damaged.   
 
2.6 Utilising UAVs for Photogrammetric measurement  
2.6.1 Types of UAV’s used for photogrammetry 
Balloons, fixed wing, rotary wing, airship, and kites are described by 
Esienbein (2009) being used during the late 20 th century as UAVs for 
the purpose of photogrammetry. Various experiments with the use of 
balloons, airships and kits were conducted with varying degrees of 
success, however limitations were commonly found in all three 
methods due to the difficulty in control the flight path of the UAVs. 
During the 21st century fixed wing and rotary wing UAVs have been 
further developed for the use of image capture for photogrammetric 
measurements, because they are able to be remote controlled and are 
able to fly more precise flight paths.  
 
2.6.2 Flight Planning for UAV photogrammetry 
The UAV’s that were used during the 20 th century for photogrammetric 
purposes mostly relied on radio link based remote controls for their 
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flight path, height, direction, and image capture. Prior flight planning 
should be conducted prior to all UAV photogrammetric work to ensure 
image overlap is sufficient to use the images for photogrammetric 
purposes; however using radio link based remote controls the specific 
accuracy of flight paths would ultimately be determined by the skills o f 
the operator and navigator. In most cases the navigator would be 
responsible for operation of the camera, and taking the photos at the 
correct time and position. The operator errors caused in this process 
has been mitigated with the automation of the flight controls in 21st 
century fixed wing and rotary UAVs. These automated UAVs utilise 
flight planning software to map the flight path of the UAV prior to field 
work being conducted. The operator then launches the UAV and it will 
automatically fly the path to the best of the machines capabilities in the 
weather conditions that it is presented with. 
 
 
Figure 2.6.2 – A screenshot from Emotion 2.0 flight planning software utilised within field testing  
(Aerios Media Inc. 2013). 
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2.7 UAV Photogrammetric Measurement within Surveying 
Applications 
2.7.1 Applications of photogrammetry to surveying 
A fewer number of studies have been conducted on the specifics of the 
use of UAVs for specific survey applications. However the studies that 
have been conducted do yield helpful results for the accuracy and 
precision required for certain survey works conducted within the field 
works involved in this dissertation. Manyoky et al. (2011) recommends 
that ‘the UAV method with appropriate photogrammetric evaluation 
methods offers a great potential to gain information from the captured 
data that are useful for cadastral data’. Manyoky et al. (2011) also 
concluded that UAV’s were capable of meeting similar accuracies to 
GNSS and tachymetry techniques for survey applications.  
The photogrammetric models created from UAV flights can be utilised 
to create a digital elevation model (DEM). In order for the DEM to be 
created the photographs have to have geo-located ground control 
points (GPCs) with 3 dimensional coordinates in order for the model to 
relate to a real world application. Rock et al. (2011) tested the quality 
of DEMs produced by UAVs in relation to the number of GCPs. They 
found that “there needs to be a compromise between high resolution 
images and the susceptibility to outliers as a reaction to shadow 
movement” (Rock, 2011). The study ultimately concluded that time 
consuming placement of GCPs would be required if high resolution 
images are required. Kung et al. (2011) tested the accuracy of UAV 
photogrammetric techniques using the same and similar models of 
fixed-wing UAV as utilised within this dissertation. The study found that 
the ground resolution on the produced photogrammetric models field 
accuracies of between 57 mm/pixel - 338 mm/pixel. With between 12-
19 ground control points on each photogrammetric model tested.  
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2.7.2 Advantages of UAV photogrammetric measurement for 
surveying applications 
Surveying field work conducted using conventional GNSS or Total 
Stations can have limitations due to the field work time required to 
complete large scale jobs. The large amount of field work time required 
can make certain field work not feasible using conventional techniques.  
Additionally, Esienbein (2009) describes that UAVs are advantageous 
for use where human safety might be at risk, including ‘natural disaster 
areas e.g. mountainous and volcanic areas, flood plains, earthquake 
and desert areas and scenes of accidents’. The advantage of adding 
UAVs to a Surveyors tool kit may be vital in increasing both productivity 
and safety for survey staff.  
 
2.8 Conventional Surveying Techniques 
2.8.1 The theodolite and the development of modern ‘total station’   
Early Australian Surveys in the late 18 th and 19th century utilised a 
rudimentary instrumentation which consisted of a Gunter’s and optical 
circumferentor (Smith, 2013). With the advance of lens manufacturing 
technologies during the 18 th century the theodolite – an optical angular 
measurement device was invented. Additional advances in the mass 
production of lenses throughout the 19 th century led to the theodolite 
becoming more available to surveyors. By the 20 th century the 
theodolite had become the industry standard for Surveyors angular 
measurement used in conjunction with riband or invar steel bands 
(survey chains) for distance measurement. With the ability to measure 
accurate angles and distances surveyors developed many 
trigonometric techniques for conducting measurement.  The use of this 
combination of theodolite and steel band was generally considered of 
medium to high accuracy for conducting cadastral land surveying 
(Smith, 2013). The Surveyor General of the state of New South Wales, 
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Australia declared on 30 January 1872 that the use of the 
circumferentor was prohibited for Surveys relating to the marking of 
New South Wales property boundaries (Marshall, 2002). From 1914 the 
New South Wales Survey Regulations Appendix A declared the steel or 
invar band to be the only distance measurement device for land 
surveys conducted in the state (Marshall, 2002). 
Since the 1990’s the modern total station which combines: a data 
recorder, electronic distance measurement device, and optical 
theodolite, has become the conventional field measurement device 
used within the surveying industry for many modern surveying 
applications. The modern total station still utilises the same 
trigonometric calculation as used with previous survey instruments.  
However many of the calculations that Surveyors using theodolites 
would have had to make manually are computed within the total station 
internally, as well as recording stored points within the total station.   
 
2.8.2 The use of GNSS for modern surveying applications 
With the development of satellite monitoring systems such as GPS and 
GLONASS the use of Global Navigation Systems (GNSS) has become 
another popular tool for modern surveying applications. However GNSS 
measurement devices are generally considered less accurate than total 
station trigonometric positioning techniques. Since GNSS techniques 
are generally considered less accurate than the total station they have 
not been used for comparison with UAV data within this report.  
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2.9 Product Specifications and Expected Accuracies 
2.9.1 Senselfy ‘Ebee’ Photogrammetric UAV 
The Sensefly Ltd. fixed wing ‘Ebee’ model photogrammetric UAV 
technical specification quotes accuracies of between 30-50mm when 
using ground control, and a resolution ground sampling distance down 
to 15mm (Sensefly, 2014). However field results and comparison with 
conventional survey results will confirm the specified accuracies.  The 
full product specification for the Sensefly Ebee Photogrammetric UAV 
has been attached as Appendix C. 
It is also worth noting the ‘Ebee RTK’ model technical specification 
quotes the same accuracies & resolution without the use of ground 
control, due to the in-build Real Time Kinetic (RTK) Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) receiver contained within the UAV model 
(Sensefly, 2014). The ‘Ebee RTK’ model has not been tested within this 
research proposal as it was not yet available in Australia at the time of 
field testing.    
The product specifications for the Sensefly ‘Ebee’ state relative ortho -
mosaic/3D model accuracy of ground sampling distance (GSD) down to 
15mm/pixel (Sensefly, 2015). With absolute horizontal & vertical 
accuracies stated to be three times that of the ground sampling 
distance (GSD), i.e. absolute positioning up to 45mm. However the 
study of the relative accuracies of DEM’s conducted by Kung et al. 
(2011) tested a number of site using the Sensefly Ebee fixed wing UAV 
and found ground sampling distances ranging from 57mm/pixel to 
338mm/pixel. This may indicate that the accuracies specified by 
Sensefly for their Ebee fixed wing UAV product may be difficult to 
achieve in reality, however field testing results will confirm the stated 
accuracies. 
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2.9.2 Leica TS15 robotic total station 
The entire product specification for the Leica TS15 robotic total station 
has been attached as Appendix D. However, Tables 2.9.1 & 2.9.2 
below show a summary of the instrument setting used and related 
specifications of the total station that are relevant for the requirements 
of the field work within this dissertation.  
EDM measuring 
mode 
Standard deviation Measurement time 
Standard 1mm + 1.5 ppm  
(standard prism) 
2.4 seconds 
Table 2.9.1 – depicts the specified distance measurement accuracies for the Leica TS15 Total Station.  
 
 
Angular accuracy [“] Standard deviation [mgon] Display resolution [“] 
3” 1.0 1” 
Table 2.9.2 – depicts the specified angular measurement accuracies for the Leica TS15 Total Station.  
 
2.10 Conclusion  
In conclusion, the above sections provide background into UAVs, the 
history & applications of UAVs, the development of UAVs as a 
photogrammetric instrument, the development of the theodolite & total 
station as the standard survey instrument, and finally the expected 
accuracies from both the total station and UAV utilised within the field 
work for this report. This background research has provided an 
additional understanding of both survey and photogrammetric 
development in the fields of total stations and unmanned aerial 
vehicles respectively for the development of the methodology and 
analysis within this report.   
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From the quoted specifications the conventional survey instrument, the 
Leica TSS15 total station will provide accuracies of around 5-10mm on 
each point measured. The absolute positioning of the Sensefly ‘Ebee’ 
UAV quotes absolute positioning of 45mm both horizontally and 
vertically. As the Leica TS15 total station is quoted to be far more 
accurate in the specification the total station measured points will be 
considered the control data for comparison with the photogrammetr ic 
three dimensional model created from the images captured by the UAV.  
 
 
   
Chapter 3 - Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter of the dissertation will outline the planning and procedures 
undertaken as part of the methodology for the field testing within this 
dissertation. This will provide a better understanding of how the results 
were produced and enable a better analysis to be conducted to the 
field testing results.  
 
3.2 Field Equipment Investigations & Acquisition 
For the purpose of this dissertation the photogrammetric capabilities of 
UAVs have been tested. UAVs containing LiDAR sensors are still very 
expensive. Due to this high cost LiDAR sensor mounted UAVs there 
use was not feasible for field testing within this research project ; 
however further testing would be highly recommended if this 
technology became economical. 
The main aspects that have affected the feasibility of the proposed 
research project are access to field equipment for the purpose of data 
collection and analysis.  
Initial investigations into acquiring small photogrammetric UAVs for use 
in the research project led to contacting distributors of Surveying based 
UAV products. However Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
(CASA) restrictions on UAVs require all operators to conduct CASA 
approved UAV operation training (CASA, 2002). The cost and time for 
the UAV operators training did not seem feasible to acquire for the 
purpose of this project. After receiving negative responses from a 
number of distributors due to the high cost of having to provide not only 
the UAV equipment but also a member of staff to operate the UAV the 
project feasibility seemed doubtful.  
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However the team from Ultimate Position Group Sydney Office replied 
to my initial contact with great enthusiasm for the project. Hoping to 
receive objective testing of the products they sell, and due to the 
research nature of the project were capable of providing a 
photogrammetric UAV and operator for the purpose of the field data 
capture at no cost. Their continued support within this project is greatly 
appreciated.   
The conventional Survey equipment, office equipment, and project site 
has been provided through my workplace, Land Development Solutions 
Pty Ltd. Their continued support within this project is greatly 
appreciated. 
The provision of use of both UAV equipment and conventional Survey 
equipment will warrant very little cost for the research proposal, 
however any additional costs that have not been accounted for within 
this proposal will be self-funded. Additionally any data provided by 
Land Development Solutions and Ultimate Position Group to the 
University of Southern Queensland for the purpose of this research 
project remains the copyright of Land Development Solutions and 
Ultimate Position Group respectively and will not be reproduced for any 
third parties. 
 
3.3 Field Testing Site Description 
3.3.1 – Site Location 
Heddon Leigh residential housing estate is the site used to conduct 
field testing. The residential estate is located in Heddon Greta within 
the Hunter region of New South Wales, Australia. The field testing site 
is situated within phase 2 of the Heddon Leigh residential estate, 
following the completion of construction of phase 2 in early 2015. Some 
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measurements were also conducted within the phase 3 of the 
residential estate which is due for construction in June 2015. 
Figure 3.3.1 – Depicts the site location for field testing within this dissertation (Google Maps, 2015).   
 
The subject site of this dissertation, being Heddon Leigh residential 
housing estate is located to the west of Main Road which connects the 
towns of Kurri Kurri and Heddon Greta to the City of Maitland. The 
subject site is also located approximately 2 kilometres from the recently 
constructed Hunter Expressway, a dual lane freeway which connects 
the City of Newcastle to the Upper Hunter Region. The relatively close 
proximity to the Hunter Expressway means the subject site is 
approximately a 30 minute drive from Newcastle. 
The subject site can be identified as lots 201-223 in deposited plan 
number 1206237, being numbers 3-8 Traders Way, 34-37 Connell 
Drive, and 1-31 Glen Close, Heddon Greta. As mentioned above the 
subject site adjoins Main Road to the east, and adjoins Radford Street 
to the west. The north, south, and west of phase 2 is adjoined entirely 
by existing residential dwellings.  
SITE LOCATION 
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Existing short length of road Traders Way will be extended as part of 
phase 2 construction works. Existing road Connell Drive located to 
south of the site will also be extended and the re-named to Glen Close 
following the intersection of Connell Drive and Traders Way. 
Additionally Ashton Drive located to the south of the site will be 
extended to meet Traders Way during phase 3 construction works. A 
New South Wales Road and Maritime Authority approved intersection is 
also planned to be constructed between Traders Way and Main Road 
prior to the construction of phase 3 of the residential estate.   
The existing vegetation on site can be described as dry sclerophyll 
forest, with the major tree species being Spotted Gum Corymbia 
maculata, and a number of Tea Tree and Bush Pea species of shrubs 
that are endemic to the local area. Some significant large trees will be 
left as part of the construction of the residential estate, however all 
vegetation within the designated road reserves is required to be 
removed. This existing vegetation may shed light on possible 
limitations of the use of photogrammetric UAV’s in vegetated areas. 
Furthermore, no vegetation was cleared or damaged as part of the field 
testing in this dissertation. 
 
Figure 3.3.2 – Depicts the typical landscape at the field testing site within this dissertation.  
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3.4 Planning Field Testing 
3.4.1 – Risk Assessment 
Before any field testing could be conducted a risk assessment was 
completed. The risk assessment was conducted to minimise any 
potential risks that may be involved during the field testing procedures 
and any further risks that may arise following the completion of the field 
tests. The initial stage of the risk assessment process was to identify 
and document any potential hazards that may cause harm to field 
testing personnel and furthermore members of the general public. The 
potential hazards and the involved risk as outlined in the initial risk 
assessment are listed below: 
 Travel to, from, and around site – During vehicle travel to, from, and 
around field testing site there is potential for a traffic accidents. 
Traffic accidents can cause major injury or even death for those 
involved. This risk can be minimised by ensuring all personnel drive 
below the speed limit and follow road rules at all times. Personnel 
must also address the issue of fatigue prior to travelling from the 
site, a short break may be required following the completion of work 
prior to commencing travel from the site. 
 Traffic on site – During both conventional survey measurements and 
UAV measurements there is potential for personnel to be struck by 
traffic, which can be considered a potentially life-threatening hazard. 
However the roads within the field testing site did not allow publ ic 
access at the date of field testing, as the roads had not been 
gazetted to the public. Therefore the only risk of being struck by 
traffic would be from vehicles operated by personnel during field 
testing. This risk can be mitigated by implementing a pol icy of not 
operating vehicles on site while field measurements are being 
conducted. 
 Conventional Survey Measurements – To prevent the arise of field 
testing personnel becoming injured by or during the use of total 
station equipment all personnel should be adequately trained and 
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experienced in safe operation of total station related survey 
equipment. 
 Launching and landing UAV – It was outlined that there is also a 
potential for personnel to be struck by the unmanned aerial vehicle 
during launching and landing for the field testing. To prevent this a 
policy was implemented that all personnel (aside from the operator 
during hand launch) were to stand at least 50 metres clear of the 
launch and landing area, within the vegetation which was identified 
that it would also provide cover from collision. 
 General Site Hazards – a number of general hazards were identified 
that all field testing personnel were required to acknowledge and be 
aware of prevention strategies. The identified general hazards and 
prevention strategies are as follows: 
1. Sun exposure: Field personnel may become sunburned or 
develop sun stroke from over exposure to the sun. All field 
personnel are required to wear long sleeves on their clothing, 
a hat, and sunscreen must be applied on site prior to any 
work commencing.  
2. Insect bites & stings: There may be potential for personnel to 
be bitten or stung by insects during field testing. The control 
procedure for avoiding this is to check for any insect nests or 
habitats that should be avoided during initial site inspection 
conducted prior to completing any field measurements on 
each day of field testing. 
3. Trips, slips, & falls: The field testing site may contain trip 
hazards, ditches which may present the risk of trips, slips 
and falls for field personnel. The prevention strategy for 
these hazards are to outline any suspect areas during initial 
site inspection prior to any measurements being conducted 
on site and then notify all personnel to the potential of the 
hazard. Additionally personnel should be aware to constantly 
check for these hazards whilst taking measurements, and 
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immediately make other personnel aware if any further 
hazards are discovered. 
In addition to the above assessment of field related hazards, under the 
New South Wales Workplace Health and Safety Act (2011) a safe work 
method statement is required to be completed by all workers prior to 
the commencement of work. The completed safe work method 
statements for all personnel involved in the field testing procedures 
have been attached in Appendix J. 
The additional aspect of the risk assessment process is to investigate 
the potential for further hazards that may arise following the field 
testing. It was ultimately deemed that since no permanent survey 
marks or indeed evidence of the field tests were left on the site 
following the completion of field testing, that no further hazards were 
presented on the site following the field tests.  
 
3.4.2 – Conventional Total Station Survey 
Planning for pre-field testing involved creating a computer database in 
CAD combining civil design data, cadastral data, and survey control 
data. Initial CAD database processing was conducted using Civilcad 
5.2 software by Topcon. This CAD database will be utilised at later 
stages of the project to input conventional survey field data.  
The coordinates of required points during field testing are then output 
from the software, with coordinates formatted in the appropriate file 
manor for the total station to automatically import the coordinate and 
point information. In this instance the file type is a ‘GSI’ output. 
Physical paper based control point plot sheets are also made, to 
enable points to be clearly read from the CAD database whilst 
conducting field testing. The data layers that were uploaded into the 
total station include: state survey control marks, cadastral boundary 
data, and civil road design cross section data. A physical print out of all 
uploaded data in X, Y, Z format was also made as a back-up. This 
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back-up is made for the unlikely event that the automatically imported 
GSI file is corrupted and cannot be utilised during field testing.   
 
3.4.3 – UAV Photogrammetric Survey 
Initial pre-field testing planning involved creating a KML polygon file in 
Google Earth. The polygon was created from an outline of the 
proposed allotments within the field testing area. The KML file was then 
input into the Sensefly eMotion 2.0 flight planning software to plan and 
track the automatic flight path for the Ebee UAV. The desired 
accuracies were discussed with UAV operator to determine forward and 
sideward image overlap. A forward overlap of 60% was set and a 
sideward overlap of 40%.  
Due to the short amount of flight time required for the first overlapping 
image grid the additional provision of another set of image grids 
perpendicular to the first was also set within the flight planning 
software. This was set to ensure maximum image overlap and the 
highest possible accuracy of the photogrammetric model.  
Another additional pre-field test planning aspect for the UAV for 
allowing for good weather conditions for UAV flight. The UAV will be 
able to fly the programmed flight path precisely and capture stable-
quality images when the testing is conducted without winds or very l ight 
winds. When there are high winds the UAV will be less able to fly the 
flight path precisely and capture images that are affected by blur, due 
to the UAV being unstable at the moment of image capture. Another 
weather condition that can affect the quality of images is the amount of 
sunlight. On sunny days the images will be affected by outliers from 
shadowing. In this regard the field testing was planned for a day with 
weather forecasts for to be overcast, with very light winds and a low 
chance of precipitation (10%). 
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3.5 Field Methodology 
3.5.1 Conventional Survey 
After creating the initial pre-field testing planning which involved 
creating a computer database in CAD combining civil design data, 
cadastral data, and survey control data the conventional survey was 
prepared to be conducted. 
The conventional field survey was conducted using a Leica TS15 total 
station. The horizontal position was determined by a datum line 
between State Survey Mark (SSM) 184181 and SSM184180 being ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ respectively.  A third check observation was taken to mark 
SSM181182 to confirm the correct position of the datum points ‘A’ & 
‘B’. The Map Grid Australia (MGA) coordinates for the three state 
survey marks were provided in Deposited Plan 1206237 conducted by 
Registered Surveyor Brian Blight (2014). The bearing and distance of 
the datum line, check observations, and coordinates of SSM’s is 
documented in the survey field notes attached as Appendix E.  
 
The vertical control was provided by Land Development Solutions Pty 
Ltd. The elevations were placed onto the three state survey marks 
using differential levelling techniques on the Australian Height Datum 
(AHD). These provided levels were confirmed using trigonometric 
levelling techniques within the total station, the trigonometric 
observations and comparisons are documented in the survey field 
notes attached as Appendix D. 
All field observations were taken using trigonometric techniques from 
the total station to a reflector mounted survey pole. The trigonometric 
positioning data is then recorded in the total stations internal data 
recorder along with specific detailed feature coding information for 
each observation. This detailed feature coding allows the survey 
software to draw lines between data, place different feature types on 
different data layers, and create contour and break-line information. 
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The contour and break-line information is used to generate a triangle 
file required to create digital terrain model (DTM).   
 
3.5.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
Flight planning for UAV field testing was conducted within Sensefly 
eMotion software by using a Google Earth KML file of the site area, and 
applying appropriate image overlap for the required accuracy. This 
program is loaded onto the controller tablet for the Ebee 
photogrammetric UAV, in order to give real-time flight path information 
during the flight process.  
Preceding launching the UAV for flight ground control points (GPCs) 
were placed around the site in a location with a clear aerial view. 
These GPCs were basic 500mm by 500mm carpet squares with white 
crosses painted on them. After being laid out in appropriate locations 
the GPCs were located using the Leica TS15 total station, in order to 
tie provide geo-referenced co-ordinates for the production of the 
photogrammetric model. This would also ensure that the 
photogrammetric model was produced on the same coordinate system 
as the conventional survey field testing. 
After placing and locating the GPCs the Ebee Photogrammetric UAV 
was launched by hand in a large clear grassed area within the site. It 
was launched in a south-easterly direction opposite the light north-
westerly winds observed on site. To avoid the possibility of 
crashing/impact during launch the Ebee fixed-wing UAV is launched 
with a prevailing tail wind. The UAV then proceeded to automatically fly 
the programmed flight path, with real time flight data provided onto the 
controller tablet. The weather conditions at the time of flight were 
cloudy, with a light breeze (less than 5 knots), with no precipitation 
during flight time. These weather conditions allowed the Ebee UAV to 
fly the flight path to its capability with minimal disturbance from 
prevailing weather conditions such as winds and precipitation.  
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The Ebee UAV landed in the same grassed area as the launch area 
with the wind against the nose of the UAV, as programed in the pre-
flight planning software. The GCPs were then retrieved to be utilised 
for future UAV flights.  
The images captured by the UAV and the flight data file were then 
uploaded to USB from the UAV operators tablet used to control the 
UAV. The images were then stored on a removable disk ready for post 
processing into a photogrammetric model. 
 
3.6 Data Reduction and Calculations of total station field 
data 
The digital data from the Leica TS15 Total Station is exported onto SD 
card into a neutral file format. This file format is the default file format 
for Civilcad civil and survey software program. The neutral file was 
copied from the SD card onto the computer and then imported into 
Civilcad software.  
The import process involves reducing the raw bearings and distances 
in the observation data into points in coordinate format. Unique point 
identifies that Civilcad software can translate are placed in the 
observation data in the field in the form of an alpha based coding 
system. Additional ‘string’ information is also stored with point coding, 
to create lines between common points. This coding and string system 
also allows Civilcad to automatically label contour-able points and 
break-lines for the creation of a 3 dimensional triangle file, which is 
used to create contour data within the software. After the reduction 
process is complete the reduction report and data are then manually 
checked for any errors.  
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Figure 3.6.1 – Depicts a screenshot of the point and line data from the Total Station Survey after being 
reduced into Civilcad software. 
 
Once the point and line data has been checked and any required 
amendments to point codes and string errors are made, it is  possible to 
create a 3 dimension triangle model from the point and line data. The 
Civilcad software uses contour-able point and break-line information to 
create a digital triangle mesh (DTM). This DTM can be used to create 
contours at various intervals as set by the user within the program. 
This contour data was output at 0.1 metre contour intervals for analysis 
and comparison with UAV data. Additionally the DTM was also output 
for comparison with the UAV data. The output files were then imported 
into Autodesk Civil3D software package for further analysis.  
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Figures 3.6.2 & 3.6.3 – Depicts screenshots of the 3D triangle mesh and contour data respectively 
from the Total Station Survey after being computed into Civilcad software.  
 
An additional calculation that was conducted within the Civilcad 
software package was the volume calculations for the stockpile at the 
East of the field testing site. This volume calculation was completed by 
comparing two DTM’s. The first being the  raw total station model DTM, 
with a boundary limiting the data to only the stockpile section. The 
second being a DTM surface created from the bottom of the stockpile 
point and line work data, with all the surface points and lines of the 
stockpile above removed. The line work for the bottom of the stockpile 
was also utilised as the outer boundary for the volume calculations. 
The volumes were computed by prisms method, and the volume report 
has been attached as Appendix H.  
 
3.7 Photo Ortho-rectification and Digital Elevation Model 
of UAV photogrammetric data 
Erdas Imagine software package was initially investigated for the 
purpose of ortho-rectification of the photogrammetric data captured by 
the UAV during field tests. However after many hours of post 
processing within Erdas Imagine software with very few results the use 
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of this program for image tiling purposes was considered non-
economical for this dissertation. 
Further investigation into possible other image processing programs 
led to the trial of the Pix4D software package. This package is provided 
in a specialist software format for Ebee UAV owner/operators. 
Fortunately the traditional version of the software has the same 
capabilities as the specialist format, so the traditional version was 
utilised within this dissertation. The image import and tiling process 
within the Pix4D software was more focused around the UAV image 
placing the post-processing of the UAV images back at a competitive 
amount of time in comparison to conventional survey data post-
processing. Therefore after testing a number of software packages 
Pix4D was determined to be the most appropriate for production of the 
photogrammetric model and digital elevation model (DEM).  
Once the software package of Pix4D had been determined to be the 
most appropriate for processing the field data within this dissertation 
the images were then imported into the Pix4D program. The Pix4D 
software contains a three stage automatic image processing capability, 
with each of the automatic processing completed as prompt by the 
user. The first processing section is the image tiling, which combines 
the raw unprocessed images into an ortho-photo and creates an 
approximates DEM using automatic tie points within the photos. An 
additional section of the program allows the three-dimensional 
coordinates of the ground control points (GCPs) to be entered in and 
tie points manually chosen by the software user. The GCP is tied into 
each photo by simply choosing which control point, zooming in on the 
area of the image which contains the GCP and clicking on the centre of 
the GPC with the left side of the mouse. After choosing GCP points the 
first section of the program was then re-processed in order to create a 
geo-referenced ortho-photo. 
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Figure 3.7.1 – Depicts a screenshot of the processing options for initi al processing within Pix4D 
 
 
The second section of the Pix4D automatic processing creates a 
densified point cloud, which creates a dense three dimensional point 
cloud model based on the point resolution set by the user. The point 
cloud density was set to optimal and image scale set 1:1 for the 
processing of the field data within this dissertation. 
 Figure 3.7.2 – Depicts a screenshot of the processing options for the point cloud and mesh creation 
The third section of the automatic processing within Pix4D creates a 
DEM model from the densified point cloud created in the second 
section. The DEM model created in this section may in fact by the most 
useful spatial data provided from the software package, as the large 
size of the densified point cloud makes it difficult to import into 
alternate CAD packages. The DEM is created according to user 
settings relating to the resolution which is set in relation to the ground 
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sampling distance derived in the processing in sections one & two. The 
additional output of an AutoCAD DXF file was set for use prior to 
processing. The third section also creates a high resolution ortho-
rectified image, which is also very useful for outputting into a final 
product. The resolution of this ortho-rectified image was set at 1 x 
ground sampling distance (GSD), with the GSD value being determined 
as 35.8261mm/pixel, see the Pix4D processing report in Appendix D for 
further information. 
Figure 3.7.3 – Depicts a screenshot of the processing options for the DSM & ortho-mosaic creation. 
 
Any unwanted data within the photogrammetric point cloud model can 
be edited out using the Pix4D point cloud editor function, which allows 
unwanted objects such as vegetation, vehicles, and other structures to 
be edited out of the point cloud. This allows for the point cloud model to 
give a more realistic measurement of the site, see the analysis section 
for further details on the point cloud editing within the field testing for 
this dissertation. 
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Figure 3.7.4 – Depicts a screenshot of the point cloud editor section of the Pix4D software package . 
 
 
 
3.8 Total Station & UAV Survey model output and drafting 
For the final model output & drafting for both the conventional total 
station survey and the UAV photogrammetric survey has been 
completed within the Autodesk Civil3D software package.  
Total Station survey field data files imported into and edited within the 
Civilcad software package was exported in the form of a ‘Data 
Exchange File’ (DXF). This export function allows the output of three 
dimensional: point, line, arc, text, and DTM data, as computed within 
the Civilcad software. This three dimensional DXF file is then able to 
be opened into the Autodesk Civil3D software package in order to 
create a professional quality survey plan from the data. The Autodesk 
software was used to create a topographic map in the form of a 
detailed feature survey. The software was also used to overlay ‘work as 
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executed’ information on the original engineering drawings for the civil 
construction works completed on the field testing site. This data is 
output in the form of a ‘red-pen survey plan’. The final use of the 
Autodesk software is the creation of a three dimensional surface for 
comparison with the UAV survey data, however this will be discussed 
further in the analysis section of this report.  
UAV data was exported from the Pix4D software package in two 
formats. The first exported data format being contour data in DXF 
format at a 0.1 metre contour interval, creating f rom the point cloud 
mesh. The second exported data format being the ortho-rectified 
photogrammetric image, in the form of a high resolution JPEG image 
file format. Both the DXF contour data and high resolution JPEG image 
are able to be imported into the Autodesk Civil3D software. This 
allowed the creation of topographic maps, work as executed drawings, 
and volume report sketches from the UAV data. An additional third 
output from the Pix4D software was imported into the Autodesk Civil3D 
software in the form of X, Y, Z point cloud data. This point cloud data 
was used to create a three dimensional surface for comparison with the 
total station survey data, however this will be discussed further in the 
analysis section of this report. 
 
3.9 Conclusion  
In conclusion, the above sections 3.2-3.8 describe in detail the 
methodology for the field testing within this dissertation. It provides a 
detailed description of the pre-field test planning, the field methodology 
for both types of surveys, the data computation & model creation for 
both types of surveys, and the final drafting & output of both types of 
survey data. 
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Chapter 4 - Results 
4.1 Introduction 
The following chapter denotes the results from the field testing 
conducted within this dissertation. These results ref lect the typical 
output for the four types of surveys tested within this dissertation.  
 
4.2 Conventional Survey Data  
4.2.1 Field Data Reduction 
The Total Station (TS) Survey field file was imported into Topcon 
Civilcad 5.6 software using the neutral file format as prescribed by the 
software. Manual comparisons were completed between the data 
observed in the neutral file automatic reduction process and the 
manual field observation notes observations. The automatic reduction 
process was completed with no errors. The field observation notes 
have been attached in Appendix D. 
 
4.2.2 Detailed Feature Survey Plan 
The first output from the conventional total station survey was a plan in 
the form of a detailed feature survey. This plan depicts the 
infrastructure and geography within the site area. The detailed feature 
survey plan contains symbols displayed for specific point features such 
as: drainage pits, light poles, fire hydrants, and electricity fuse pillars 
as depicted in the plan legend. The lines shown on the plan depicting: 
kerb lines, crown of roads, and tops & bottom of banks as shown in the 
plan legend. The contour, origin of levels, co-ordinate system, and 
additional survey information are shown in the plan title block. This 
plan represents a standard detailed feature survey plan for a site the 
size of the field testing site. The conventional total station survey 
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detailed feature plan is shown in small scale extract in figure 4.2.2 
below, and attached in Appendix F in full scale. 
Figure 4.2.2 – Detailed Feature Survey and Contour Plan as produced in Autodesk Civil3D/AutoCAD.  
 
4.2.3 Work as Executed Drawings 
The data obtained within the conventional total station survey also 
provides the appropriate spatial information for completing work as 
executed drawings for the civil construction works completed on the 
field testing site. An example of the conventional ‘work as executed’ 
drawings is shown in small scale in figure 4.2.3 below, and attached in 
Appendix F in full scale. 
The standard convention for work as executed drawings for submission 
with local government authorities in the state of New South Wales, 
Australia is that survey information be shown in red over laid on the 
stamped original construction issue of the civil engineering drawings. 
This convention has been used for the conventional work as executed 
drawings, as shown below. The civil engineering design information 
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and drawings was provided by Land Development Solutions and was 
not produced as part of this project. 
Figure 4.2.3 – Depicts the Total Station Survey contours overlayed in red with the Civil Engineering 
Design drawings in Autodesk Civil3D/AutoCAD software. The Civil Engineering design information & 
drawings were provided by Land Development Solutions Pty Ltd.  
 
4.2.4 Stockpile Volume Calculations and Sketch 
The conventional Total Station Survey volume result is: 3755m3. 
The volume calculation was completed using Autodesk Civil3D surface 
dashboard, which computes the surface comparison using exact z-
differences across all positions of both surfaces compared (Autodesk, 
2013). Therefore in theory providing very close to an exact surface 
calculation.  
This calculation method within the Autodesk Civil3D needed a 
confirmation check for the validity of the results. This was completed in 
the form of a comparison volume calculation that can be shown 
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mathematically. In this case a mathematical check was completed 
using the prisms volume calculation method as computed within the 
Topcon Civilcad software (as shown in Appendix H). The results from 
the prism approximation calculation within Civilcad software was 
3754.74m3.  
This result is within 0.26m3 of the Autodesk Civil3D result. This 
confirms that the volume calculation method in Autodesk is a precise 
method of calculation between surfaces, and is within expected 
tolerances for different calculation methods in a complex geometric 
object such as the stockpile used within this project. However it is 
important to note that confirmation checks using a known mathematical 
volume calculation such as the one above should always be used to 
check the validity of results such as the exact volume comparison 
within Autodesk Civl3D that was used for this dissertation which cannot 
be easily mathematically portrayed.   
The volume survey sketch (as shown in Appendix F) combines the 
point, line, spot height, and contour data for the site location diagram in 
combination with the computed volume result, and relevant plan 
information such as title block, scale, & notes. 
 
4.2.5 Conventional Total Station Survey Results  
 
The above results as shown in the form of the three plans display the 
typical output from a Surveyor for four types of survey that are 
compared in this dissertation. The first plan being a Detailed Feature 
and Contour plan represents a typical output for both the Detailed 
Feature Survey, and Topographic Survey. The second plan in the form 
of contours (shown in red) overlayed onto the civil engineering design 
drawings represents one aspects of the output from a ‘Work as 
Executed’ or ‘as-built’ Survey for the civil construction works from a 
residential subdivision. Finally the volume calculation results and 
sketch, being the third plan represents the typical output from a Survey 
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for volume calculation purposes. These plans will be used as a bench-
mark for comparison with the UAV survey results and plans.  
 
4.3 UAV Photogrammetric Survey Data  
4.3.1 Image Processing, Ortho-rectification, and Geo-referencing 
The following section will provide a concise listing of the results from 
the image processing, ortho-rectification, and geo-referencing 
processing within the Pix4D software. For further technical  details refer 
to the processing report from the Pix4D software as attached in 
Appendix E. 
The image processing was completed in 2 hours, and 6 minutes 
through the Pix4D software. All 158 images were processed with a 
ground sampling resolution (GSR) of 35.8mm/ pixel. The total site area 
within the ortho-rectified georeferenced image is 0.28km2 as calculated 
by the Pix4D software. A total of 6 Ground Control Points (GCPs) were 
used for geo-referencing of the ortho-rectified or ‘tiled’ 158 images as 
taken by the Ebee UAV during field testing. The mean error for the 
GCPs was 5mm as computed by the Pix4D software during the geo-
rectification process. The low value of the mean error for the GCPs 
indicates a high degree of three-dimensional accuracy within the geo-
referenced UAV survey model. The specific accuracy of individual 
points throughout the UAV survey model will be compared to confirm 
accuracies during the analysis section of this report.  
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Figure 4.3.1 shows the ortho-rectified geo-referenced high resolution image as output from Pix4D.  
 
4.3.2 Point Cloud and Digital Surface Model 
The point cloud data processed from the Pix4D software contained 
17.8 million points as computed from the ortho-rectified geo-referenced 
image. The point cloud was imported into Autodesk Civil3D and then 
processed with the outputted 0.1m contour data to create a three 
dimensional surface within the Civil3D software. This surface was used 
for calculation of the volume results from the UAV survey, as well as 
digital elevation model comparison within the analysis section of this 
report. 
 
Figure 4.3.2A –depicts the raw point cloud as displayed in section view (southern elevation)  
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Figure 4.3.2B –depicts the raw point cloud as displayed in section view (western elevation) 
 
Figure 4.3.2C –depicts the raw point cloud as displayed in section view (northern elevation)  
 
Figure 4.3.2D –depicts the raw point cloud as displayed in section view (eastern elevation) 
 
4.3.3 Ortho-rectified Image & Contour Plan 
The ortho-rectified high resolution image, and 0.1m contours obtained 
from the UAV photogrammetric survey were placed in a 1:1000 scale 
A1 drawing with title block and cadastral boundaries overlayed. This 
plan represents a typical topographical map that could be produced 
from the UAV photogrammetric survey, a small scale extract of the plan  
has been attached as figure 4.3.3 below. The full scale plan can be 
found in Appendix G. 
This plan also represents the ‘best-attempt’ to draft a detailed feature 
survey. The point cloud & contour data has no attribute information 
therefore specific points or lines representing hardstand feature are not 
shown. However the high resolution image does show many point and 
line features that the plan user should be able to decipher. 
A number of true-contour errors can be seen within the plan. For 
example the contour data spikes up to specific features such as 
vehicles and trees, which would not be shown on a true-contour plan of 
the site. A further discussion of these errors can be found within the 
analysis section of this report, with the additional possible rectification 
of these errors in Pix4D software processing discussed.  
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Figure 4.3.3 –depicts the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Survey data in the form of a Topographic map and 
high resolution image as produced in Autodesk Civl3D/AutoCAD software.  
 
4.3.4 Work as Executed Drawing 
The data obtained within the UAV survey also provides the appropriate 
spatial information for completing work as executed drawings for the 
civil construction works completed on the field testing site. An example 
of the conventional ‘work as executed’ drawings is shown in small scale 
in figure 4.3.4 below, and attached in Appendix G in ful l scale. 
The standard convention for work as executed drawings for submission 
with local government authorities in the state of New South Wales, 
Australia is that survey information be shown in red over laid on the 
stamped original construction issue of the civil engineering drawings. 
This convention has been additionally been utilised for the UAV Survey 
‘work-as-executed’ drawings, as shown below. The civil engineering 
design information and drawings was provided by Land Development 
Solutions and was not produced as part of this project.  
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Figure 4.3.4 – Depicts the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Survey contours overlayed in red with the Civil 
Engineering Design drawings in Autodesk Civil3D/AutoCAD software. The Civil Engineering design 
information & drawings were provided by Land Development Solutions Pty Ltd.  
 
4.3.5 Stockpile Volume Calculations and Sketch 
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Survey volume result is: 3944m3 
The volume calculation was completed using Autodesk Civil3D surface 
dashboard, which computes the surface comparison using exact z-
differences across all positions of both surfaces compared (Autodesk, 
2013). Therefore in theory providing very close to an exact surface 
calculation as opposed to a mathematical approximation similar to the 
prism method used within the Civilcad software for the Total Station 
Survey volume results and sketch. The check calculations on both 
methods of volume calculations are shown in the TS volume survey 
results above in section 4.2.4.  
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The bottom of the stockpile was calculated using a 3D polygon around 
the bottom of the stockpile contour lines, as calculated within the 
Civil3D software. The top of stockpile surface was calculated from the 
UAV survey surface model. This allows for a surface comparison and 
stockpile volume result.  
The volume survey sketch (as shown in Appendix G) combines the high 
resolution geo-referenced image and UAV survey contour data for the 
site location diagram in combination with the computed volume result, 
and relevant plan information such as title block, scale, & notes.  
 
4.3.6 UAV Survey Results 
The above three plans depict a potential output for a client from the 
UAV survey for all four types of survey being compared within this 
report. To re-iterate the types of surveys being compared within this 
report include: detailed feature surveys, topographic surveys, work-as-
executed survey, and volume calculation surveys. The following section 
– analysis will compare the UAV Survey CAD model & the three output 
plans to provide a qualitative and quantitative comparison between the 
UAV Survey and Conventional Total Station Survey.  
 
4.4 Conclusion 
In closing to the results, the above sections portray a typical outcome 
for the types of survey that the UAV will be tested within this 
dissertation. The plans shown in Appendices F & G depict a real scale 
version of these typical outputs in which a surveyor may give to the 
client for the types of surveys tested within this project.   
The detailed feature plan from the TS survey depicts the typical output 
to a client for a both a detailed existing feature survey and a 
topographic survey. However the topographic map may generally 
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contain less detail than that shown in the plan within this project, this 
plan is suitable for comparison with the UAV data.  
In a similar regard the UAV topographic map attempts to portray the 
output from both of the above stated surveys, however the level of 
specific natural and constructed features expected for a detailed 
feature survey may not be sufficient in the plan output within the UAV 
survey plan. This will be tested further in the analysis section of this 
report. This scrutiny will be performed in two ways; in the form of a 
three dimension point accuracy comparison, as well as discussion & 
recommendations from relevant consultants in regards to the 
usefulness of this form of data/plan output from their professiona l 
perspective. 
The 0.2m contour data overlayed onto the civil engineering design 
drawings for both the TS and UAV Surveys represents a typical output 
for a ‘Work-as-Executed’ Survey for civil construction works related to 
residential construction works. However it is important to note that 
these plans only represent 1 of 19 drawing sheets from the set of civil 
design drawings as provided by Land Development Solutions Pty Ltd.   
The calculated earthworks stockpile volume and sketch from both the 
UAV and TS surveys are examples of a typical output from a volume 
calculation survey. Both UAV and TS volume surveys have been output 
in the same manor to allow comparison and analysis of the survey 
results.  
In conclusion, the comparison and analysis of the three types of plans 
output from both survey models will provide qualitative and quantitative 
for the aim and outcomes predicted in the introductory background 
section of this report. To further reinstate the background of this report; 
the ultimate outcome of this dissertation is to test a modern fixed wing 
UAV to confirm its potential use as instrumentation for a Surveyor 
across a range of applicable survey types. 
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Chapter 5 – Analysis and Discussion 
5.1 Introduction 
The following section will now compare the field testing results by 
method of analysis and discussion. This analysis and discussion will 
consist of a surface model comparison, precision and accuracy 
comparison, volume survey results comparison, a comparison of 
surveyors times for both survey methods, and finally a discussion of 
the appropriateness of the UAV for the four types of survey tested as 
well as advantages and limitations of the UAVs use. 
 
5.2 Surface Model Comparison  
The surface model comparison plans as shown in figures 5.2.1 & 5.2.2 
allow for a visual comparison of the surface area within the field testing 
site. Visual comparisons indicate vertical differences ranging from  
5-170mm, however specific point accuracy comparisons will confirm 
this visual comparison. The contour comparison plans shown in figures 
5.2.1 & 5.2.2 are also provided in full scale in Appendix G. 
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Figure 5.2.1 – Depicts the TS Survey contours overlayed in red and the UAV Survey overlayed in blue 
with the Civil Engineering Design drawings as produced in Autodesk Civil3D/AutoCAD software. The 
Civil Engineering design information & drawings were provided by Land Development Solutions Pty 
Ltd. 
 
The total volume difference between the TS Survey and UAV Survey 
surfaces is: 2340m3. Being separated in the form of cut material  
-525m3, and fill material 2865.m3. The total volume difference between 
both survey surfaces can be simply calculated by addition of these two 
values, i.e. (-525m3) + (2865.m3) = 2340 m3. Initially this value may 
seem to be rather large, however this difference needs to be accounted 
over the site area which is approximately 3.77ha, as calculated by the 
boundary of the TS Survey surface. This can be re-written as mean 
error of 2340m3 over 3.77ha. 
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Figure 5.2.2 – Depicts the TS Survey contours overlayed in grey and the UAV Survey overlayed in blue 
with the high resolution geo-referenced UAV produced aerial image. The drawing was produced in 
Autodesk Civil3D/AutoCAD software.  
 
A number of errors in the contour data were found by comparing the 
two contour models. These errors involve the UAV contours spiking 
upwards to non-contour-able objects. These objects include trees, 
buildings, machinery, cars, and top of fences. These object errors were 
rarely present within the actual testing area, with the only error being a 
tree located on the top north western  of the field testing area (as 
shown in blue above in figure 5.2.2), and additionally minor contour 
errors to the fencing at the edge of the field testing area.   
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5.3 Precision and Accuracy Comparison  
As confirmed within field testing the measured point accuracy is within 
a 5mm expectation for accuracy with the Leica TS15 total station. This 
allows the precise points in the total station model to be compared to 
the UAV model for accuracy. 
 
Comparisons were conducted on 20 measured points throughout the 
field testing site. Every second point is located within a different 
coloured or textured structure within the site. The following table 
provides a comparison of the UAV surface model position in relation to 
the actual measured position by the total station. 
 
        UAV Survey & Total Station Survey Point Comparison 
Point Description Mean Horizontal Difference Mean Vertical Difference 
SSM184181 0.012 0.060 
SSM184182 0.014 0.040 
Back of Kerb 1 0.027 0.080 
Back of Kerb 2 0.010 0.010 
Lip of Kerb 1 0.004 0.050 
Edge of Concrete 1 0.022 0.035 
Crown of Road 1 0.040 0.045 
Crown of Road 2 0.033 0.020 
Corner of Pit 1 0.014 0.070 
Corner of Pit 2 0.017 0.025 
Top of Bank 1 - 0.080 
Top of Bank 2 - 0.055 
Bottom of Bank 1 - 0.025 
Bottom of Bank 2 - 0.030 
Natural Surface 1 - 0.080 
Natural Surface 2 - 0.005 
Spot height in low grass 1 - 0.020 
Spot height in low grass 2 - 0.030 
SH in thick tall grass 1 - 0.150 
SH in thick tall grass 2 - 0.120 
Total Mean +/- 0.019 +/- 0.052 
Table 5.3.1 – Shows the horizontal and vertical differences in location from of specific points from the 
Total Station Survey in comparison with the UAV Survey. All lengths are in metres.  
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The above results within table 5.3.1 provide a mean horizontal precise 
point accuracy of +/-19mm, and a mean vertical precise point accuracy 
of +/-52mm. This result denotes a mean horizontal specific point 
accuracy within the product specifications of 45mm. However the mean 
vertical specific point accuracy does fall outside of this specification  
by 7mm.  
It is also important to note that a number of the results within both the 
vertical comparison being much higher. With the most affected areas 
being the spot heights in thick tall grass which were between  
120-150mm above the Total Station Survey measured point elevation. 
This indicates that thick tall grass may affect the UAV three 
dimensional surface and cause it to contour over the top of the 
vegetation.  
 
The vertical differences were calculated using the height of the UAV 
surface within Civil3D at the specific point located within the Total 
Station Survey. The horizontal differences were determined using the 
high resolution image to determine the horizontal position of the 
specific point. The last 10 comparison points could not be determined 
for horizontal position within the high resolution image since the points 
were locations on natural features. Rather than specific structures, as 
found within the first 10 comparison points in which the horizontal 
position could be determined from the image. 
The above table provides insight into the point accuracy of the UAV 
data within the field testing, however another aspect of measurement 
that we must consider is precision. The precision of the TS survey has 
been conducted at (and under) 5m by 5m measured point survey grids. 
This means the guaranteed point accuracy for the total station data is 
only correct at the exact position of each point in the 5m by 5m 
quadrants.  
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The 158 images taken by the UAV were collated with the 6 GCPs to 
create a three dimensional digital photogrammetric model. This 3D 
model was computed with ground sample resolution of 35.8mm/pixel. 
This means that the point cloud data was computed at 35.8mm by - 
-35.8mm grids. This substantially reduced quadrant size for the surface 
model means that although the individual points are not as accurate as 
the TS data, the UAV data is far more precise model than the total 
station model. 
 
As outlined in the surface model comparison there are a number of 
errors outside these observed accuracies. An addition to giving a 
comparison for the surface models, the combined contours plan and 
combined work as executed plan both display the areas in which these 
errors occur.  
 
As discussed earlier there are options within Pix4D software (and 
indeed other point cloud editing software) to edit out these unwanted 
points out of the point cloud model. This optional point cloud editor was 
trialled within this project however the processing power to complete 
this operation was not available in the newest computers available 
during completing this dissertation. Additionally the validity of point 
cloud data underneath the edited-out points from the point cloud is 
unknown and the investigation of this data is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation. 
 
5.4 Volume Calculation Comparison  
As discussed above the precision of the UAV Survey should provide a 
higher volume result which is more likely to be correct on the ground 
than the conventional survey techniques. This has to do with the 
resolution of the point cloud data, the resolution of the point cloud data 
is over 1000 times greater than the 5m quadrants from the conventional 
Total Station Survey.  
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The results would indicate that this hypothesis is correct seen as 
though no errors were found within the UAV surface on and around the 
stockpile region it was assumed that the contour data is correct. It 
should also be noted that no long-thick grass was present on the 
stockpile at the time of field testing. 
From analysis of both Survey models and comparison of the final 
results the UAV Survey calculated volume of 3944m3 should be 
considered the more likely a true volume than the Total Station volume 
of 3755m3. 
 
5.5 Comparison of field and office processing times  
Task TS UAV 
Planning 1 4 
Field 8 1.5 
Process 1.5 4 
Drafting 6 8 
Volumes 0.5 1.5 
Total 17 19 
Table 5.5.1 – Shows the total times in hours for each stage of the field testing 
The above table 5.5.1 shows the recorded times from the TS survey 
and UAV Survey, times for each activity are recorded in hours. It is 
important to note that the field times for the UAV Survey are 
substantially lower than the TS survey, with the UAV Survey taking only 
1.5 hours in the field, whereas the TS Survey took a total of 8 hours in 
the field. Conversely the processing and drafting times for the UAV 
Survey took considerably longer than the TS Survey. In total the TS 
survey took 2 hours less, however it is important to look at potential 
hourly change out rates to develop a better understanding of the total 
project times for each survey method. For the purpose of this 
dissertation proposed hourly rates have been allocated for different 
every activity involved in the field testing and processing of both 
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surveys. These proposed hourly rates are only theoretic and do not 
represent any statistical figure for the charge out rates, they simply 
allow a better comparison of project times. The proposed hourly rates 
for each activity have been displayed below. 
Proposed hourly rates 
 Surveyor & Assistant Field = $185/hour [field] 
 Surveyor Office = $120/hour [plan, process, drafting, volume] 
 UAV operator = $250/hour [field] 
 UAV processor = $80/hour [plan, process, drafting, volume]  
By combining this information with the times for each activity, an actual 
dollar costing has been provided for each activity, in order to determine 
which survey would be the most cost effective, using the above 
proposed hourly rates. These results are shown in table 5.5.2 below. 
 
Task TPS UAV 
Planning 120 320 
Field 1480 375 
Process 180 320 
Drafting 720 640 
Volumes 60 120 
Total 2920 1775 
Table 5.5.2 – Shows the total approximated costing In AUD for each stage of the field testing  
 
 
5.6 Survey Applications of UAVs from results  
From the field testing and analysis within this dissertation it is clear 
that the Ebee fixed wing UAV can be utilised for certain surveying 
applications however there is certain limitations and applications for 
which it is not appropriate. The following section lists the advantages, 
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limitations, and further testing required within each of the four types of 
surveys tested within this dissertation. 
 
Detailed Feature Surveys were the first type of Survey that the Ebee 
fixed wing UAV was tested in comparison to conventional survey 
techniques. The output results provide accurate contour data, and the 
high resolution image did provide some detailed surface feature 
information (as determinable within the image), however the lack of 
point and line information depicting these features makes the use of 
the UAV detailed feature survey difficult to utilise for further design 
from other consultants. Discussions with varying industry professionals 
throughout the engineering, architectural, and landscape design 
industries about the appropriateness of the output of data from the UAV 
Survey for this type of survey. These discussions led to the ultimate 
conclusion that data in this form without specific point and line 
information depicting geographic features within the survey was not an 
appropriate output for use for further designs within these industries, 
and other consultants that rely on this type of survey.  
 
At this stage the UAV technology does not offer any substantial benefit 
to the Surveyor for the Detailed Feature Survey in comparison to 
conventional total station techniques. 
 
Topographic Surveys were the second type of Survey that the Ebee 
fixed wing UAV was tested in comparison to the Total Station Survey. 
The output results for a typical topographic map consist of geographic 
terrain information in the form of contour lines. A modern topographic 
map is often overlayed with a georeferenced aerial image. In the case 
of the comparison within this report the UAV Survey’s contour and high 
resolution image plan represents a more appropriate plan for a 
topographic survey than that of the detailed feature survey and contour 
data produced from the TS Survey. The simple contour information 
overlayed with the high resolution image represents a plan that is 
easily interpreted by non-spatial science professionals in the form of 
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everyday members of the public, and consultants which may utilise this 
information.  
From the above results & comparison between surveys, it has been 
determined that the Ebee fixed wing UAV is appropriate for use in 
Topographic Surveys. The amount of time savings in the field survey 
will provide reduced field times for Surveyors, this will become 
particularly beneficial on very large Topographic Survey sites, in which 
field data acquisition is the most time consuming aspect. Another 
advantage for this type of survey is the fact that the Surveyor will not 
be required to physically walk the entire site to complete survey 
quadrants, removing possible dangerous terrain that may be 
encountered during these quadrants. However certain limitations of 
fixed wing UAVs for this type of survey include point cloud errors, these 
errors will be produced due to specific structures on site, such as: thick 
vegetation in the form of grass, trees & shrubs, buildings & other 
structures, and also machinery & vehicles.  
 
Work as executed Surveys for recently constructed residential 
subdivision civil works were the third type of survey tested. The specific 
point accuracy required for this type of survey is often dictated by the 
accuracy quoted within the engineering drawings. Since the standard 
unit for measurement within engineering drawings in Australia is 
millimetres (mm) the information shown on the plan is usually displayed 
to this accuracy. In this regard the survey information would be 
displayed in millimetres, with a survey error of approximately 5-10mm 
expected. The comparison of the two surveys surfaces and specific 
point precision comparison provided information that leads to the 
conclusion that the UAV survey data would not provide accuracies 
within this range. Additionally UAV Survey information only provides 
spatial data on the ground surface of the survey site, in this regard 
many vital parts of the engineering plans may require measurements 
within structures build in the sub-terrain, i.e. underground sewer and 
stormwater infrastructure invert levels & pipe sizes. The UAV Survey 
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will not provide this information and therefore could not provide all the 
spatial information required for every drawing within the work-as-
executed survey.  
However if the engineering design levels are not displayed to the 
millimetre and accuracy requirements are not as precise then the UAV 
survey data may be appropriate for certain drawing sheets, in 
combination with traditional methods for subterranean constructed 
infrastructures.   
Volume calculation Surveys were the fourth and final type of survey 
tested within this dissertation. The results from field comparisons led to 
the conclusion that volume calculation surveys would be the most 
appropriate use for the UAV as a surveyors instrument out of the four 
types of survey tested. Since the specific accuracy of points has only a 
minor effect on the overall volume result the specific point accuracy is 
less of a concern in this type of survey. The substantially greater 
precision provided by the UAV photogrammetric model means complex 
three dimensional figures can be defined with high levels of precision.  
As noted within the above conclusion, the advantages of  the use of 
UAVs as a survey instrument include: reducing excessive field times for 
large sites, and limiting the Surveyors exposure to unsafe or unstable 
terrain within the survey site. However as suggested above there are 
also certain limitations to the use of fixed wing UAVs for survey 
applications. These limitations include: horizontal accuracies in the 
range of 20-45mm, vertical accuracies in the range of 45-150mm, and 
errors in point cloud data by specific non-geographic structures as 
listed above. 
In conclusion, the UAV is applicable for use in Topographic Surveys 
and Volume Surveys. The UAV technology is not applicable for 
Detailed Feature Surveys or completing entire work-as-executed 
Surveys. However the UAV may be capable of producing certain sheets 
of the work-as-executed Survey, if the accuracies are suitable for the 
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Survey requirements. The above listed advantages and limitations 
provide an indication of the types of terrain in which the UAV may be 
appropriately used. 
 
5.7 Conclusion 
In inference to the analysis results they depict a valid comparison of 
the UAV photogrammetric three-dimensional modelling survey 
techniques with conventional total station surveying techniques. Each 
of the analysis sections 5.2 – 5.6 provide an insight into a number of 
aspects in which a surveyor must consider when selecting an 
instrument for a particular survey. Certain advantages and limitations 
of the Ebee fixed wing UAV have been outlined, as well as potential 
limitations within the field testing and analysis within this report.    
 
Section 5.2 compares the surface and contour information from the two 
surveys. This comparison found although the contours were relatively 
similar in most areas, there were certain obstructions such as 
vegetation, fencing, and vehicles that caused errors in the UAV model. 
However these errors may be able to be rectified within Pix4D point 
cloud editor, or some other form of point cloud editor software.  
Section 5.3 provided a comparison of the specific point precision of the 
UAV Survey data with specific known measured points within the TS 
Survey. The 20 points tested were chosen across a range of different 
surfaces within the field testing site. The final results yielded a mean 
horizontal error of +/-19mm and a mean vertical error of +/-52mm.  
Section 5.4 consists of a comparison of the volume survey results, 
which ultimately concluded that the UAV may prove more effective and 
efficient for this type of survey than using the conventional total station 
method, as long as its limitations are considered. 
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Section 5.5 compares and analyses the total field testing times for both 
types of surveys and provided an estimation of costings for a Surveyor 
to complete both the UAV and TS Surveys over the field testing site.  
Section 5.6 makes conclusions on the appropriateness of the UAV for 
the four types of surveys tested within this dissertation, and also 
provides information on the advantages and limitations on the use of 
the UAV as a Surveyors instrument.  
To conclude, the analysis within the above sections 5.2 - 5.6 provide a 
qualitative and quantitative comparison between the UAV 
photogrammetric survey techniques used and the conventional total 
station measurements.  
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions & Recommendations 
6.1 Final Conclusions   
To conclude, this dissertation has tested the validity of the 
photogrammetric measurement techniques of a Sensefly ‘Ebee’ fixed 
wing UAV. The validity of measurement was tested by comparing the 
UAV survey data against conventional TS survey over the same testing 
site. Additionally this comparison also provided recommendations as to 
the appropriate types of survey that the fixed wing UAV can be utilised 
for and also the advantages and limitations of the UAVs use as a 
survey instrument.  
 
The introduction and background section of this report outline the 
specific rationale behind this dissertation. The literature review 
provides a background on how this study will fit in amongst relevant 
published literature regarding the topic of UAVs and the possible 
surveying applications. The methodology outlines the procedures 
undertaken during field testing, as well as quality assurance checks & 
calculations conducted on those procedures. The results section 
provides an indication as to the types of output expected from both 
conventional and UAV surveying techniques over the field testing site 
for the four types of survey tested. Finally the analysis section 
examines the two datasets from both types of survey to provide 
qualitative and quantitative comparison of the data, and results.   
Results concluded that the Sensefly Ebee fixed wing UAV can provide 
highly precise data with a resolution of 35.8mm by 35.8mm. Specific 
point accuracy comparison results yielded mean errors of +/-19mm for 
horizontal position and +/-52mm for vertical position. 
The UAV field measurements were obtained in under one third of the 
time it took to conduct field measurements over the field testing site 
using conventional total station techniques. This indicates that UAVs 
are much more efficient over large terrain areas than conventional 
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surveying techniques. However the data processing times were over 
twice the amount of time for the UAV Survey as opposed to the TS 
Survey, this ultimately led to the two projects taking around the same 
amount of time. When costing was allocated to each section of the field 
testing it was clear that the overall cost of the UAV Survey was 
substantially less than the TS Survey. 
The four types of surveys tested within this dissertation were deemed 
to be the most appropriate types of survey for the use of a fixed wing 
UAV. Of the four types of survey tested it was concluded that the UAV 
was appropriate for two of types of surveys, being Topographic 
Surveys and Volumetric Surveys. It was also concluded that fixed wing 
UAVs were not currently appropriate for Detailed Feature Surveys or 
work-as-executed Surveys due to the specific point accuracy and 
information required. 
 
6.2 Further Research  
The combination of research, field testing, results and analysis in the 
above sections this dissertation give some clear indications of the 
appropriate use of photogrammetric unmanned aerial vehicles for the 
purpose of survey quality applications. However there are a number of 
limitations within aspects of this dissertation such as the use of only 
one commercially available mapping quality UAV, and the relatively 
small site area. In my opinion, using a combination of different field 
testing sites, of very different terrain and overall site conditions would 
provide a better indication of the UAVs appropriate use as a survey 
application. In addition a number of further potential research areas 
have been encountered within this dissertation. These potential 
research areas and the possible outcomes have been listed in the 
following paragraphs.  
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One aspect of the UAV photogrammetric model that was not able to be 
tested within this dissertation is the capability of editing out unwanted 
data from the point cloud created from the UAV ortho-rectified geo-
referenced 3D image. This would allow for the creation of a more 
correct digital surface model, not affected by the unwanted objects. 
Further testing could be conducted on the accuracy of points 
underneath the edited out objects to check for validity of data.  
An additional aspect that could be further tested is the use of additional 
fixed wing UAVs over a similar field testing comparison, in order to give 
an indication of accuracies across all makes and models of fixed wing  
UAV. 
Furthermore to using additional models of UAV, the use of multi-copter 
UAVs for survey applications should also be tested in similar field 
comparison situations. This would provide an indication as to which of 
the two types of UAV is more appropriate for a photogrammetric 
surveying application. This should also be tested across a range of 
multi-copter UAV models to provide an insight into the accuracies 
across all makes and models of multi-copter UAV. An additional aspect 
that could be tested with multi-copter UAVs is capturing terrestrial 
images, as in non-aerial. These images can be used to create more 
precise three dimensional photogrammetric models for a range of 
objects such as buildings, bridges, towers, and many other structures.  
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Appendix B – Sensefly ‘Ebee’ UAV: Product 
Specification  
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Technical specifications Ebee UAV 
Hardware 
Weight (inc. supplied camera) 
Wingspan 
Material 
Propulsion 
Battery 
Camera (supplied) 
Cameras (optional) 
Carry case dimensions 
Approx. 0.69 kg (1.52 lbs) 
96 cm (38 in) 
EPP foam, carbon structure & composite parts 
Electric pusher propeller, 160 W brushless DC 
motor 
11.1 V, 2150 mAh 
16 MP IXUS/ELPH 
S110 RGB, thermoMAP 
55 x 45 x 25 cm (21.6 x 17.7 x 9.8 in) 
 
 
Operation 
 
Maximum flight time 
Nominal cruise speed 
Radio link range 
Maximum coverage (single flight) 
Wind resistance 
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) 
Relative orthomosaic/3D model accuracy 
Absolute horizontal/vertical accuracy (w/GCPs) 
Absolute horizontal/vertical accuracy (no 
GCPs) 
Multi-drone operation 
Automatic 3D flight planning 
Linear landing accuracy 
50 minutes 
40-90 km/h (11-25 m/s or 25-56 mph) 
Up to 3 km (1.86 miles) 
12 km2 / 4.6 mi2 (at 974 m / 3,195 ft altitude 
AGL) 
Up to 45 km/h (12m/s or 28 mph) 
Down to 1.5 cm (0.6 in) per pixel 
1-3x GSD 
Down to 3 cm (1.2 in) / 5 cm (2 in) 
1-5 m (3.3-16.4 ft) 
Yes (inc. mid-air collision avoidance) 
Yes 
Approx. 5 m (16.4 ft) 
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Appendix C – Leica TS15 Total Station: Product 
Specification 
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Leica Viva TS15 
Datasheet 
Leica Viva GNSS Add-on 
Technical Specifications TS15 
Angular Measurement Accuracy Hz, V 1 1’’ (0.3 mgon), 2’’ (0.6 mgon), 3’’ (1 mgon), 5’’ (1.5 mgon) 
Display resolution 0.1’’ (0.1 mgon) 
Method absolute, continuous, diametrical 
Compensation Quadruple axis compensation 
Compensator setting accuracy 0.5’’ (0.2 mgon), 0.5’’ (0.2 mgon), 1.0’’ (0.3 mgon), 1.5’’ (0.5 mgon) 
Distance Measurement Distance Measurement (Prism) 
Range2 
Round prism (GPR1) 3500 m (12000 ft) 
3 Round prisms (GPR1) 5400 m (17700 ft) 
360° prism (GRZ4, GRZ122) 2000 m (7000 ft) 
360° mini prism (GRZ101) 1000 m (3300 ft) 
Mini prism (GMP101) 2000 m (7000 ft) 
Reflective tape (60 mm x 60 mm) 250 m (800 ft) 
Accuracy3,4 / Measurement Time 
Standard 1 mm + 1.5 ppm / typ. 2.4 s 
Fast 2 mm + 1.5 ppm / typ. 0.8 s 
Continuous 3 mm + 1.5 ppm / typ. <0.15 s 
Distance Measurement (Any Surface) 
Range6 
PinPoint R30 / R400 / R1000 30 m (98 ft) / 400 m (1310 ft) / 1000 m (3280 ft) 
Accuracy3,7 / Measurement Time 
PinPoint R30 / R400 / R1000 2 mm + 2 ppm / typ. 3 s 
Distance Measurement (Long-range) 
Long-range2,4 >10000 m (>32800 ft) 
Accuracy3,6 / Measurement Time 
Long-range 5 mm + 2 ppm / typ. 2.5 s 
General 
Display resolution 0.1 mm 
Shortest measurable distance 1.5 m 
Method System analyzer based on phase shift measurement (coaxial, visible red laser) 
Laser dot size (Non-Prism) At 30 m: 7 mm x 10 mm, at 50 m: 8 mm x 20 mm 
General Operating system & Processor 
Operating System Windows CE 6.0 
Processor Freescale i.MX31 533 MHz ARM Core 
Telescope 
Magnification 30 x 
Free objective aperture 40 mm 
Field of view 1° 30’ (1.66 gon) / 2.7 m at 100 m 
Focusing range 1.7 m to infinity 
Keyboard and Display 
Display 640 x 480 pixel (VGA) color TFT with LED backlight and touch screen 
Keyboard 36 keys (12 function keys, 12 alphanumeric keys), illumination 
Position face I standard / face II optional 
Memory, Ports & Communication 
Internal memory / Memory devices 1 GB (nonvolatile NAND Flash) / SD card, USB stick 
Interfaces RS232, Bluetooth® Wireless-Technology, USB mini AB OTG 
Operation 
Sensitivity of Circular level 6’ / 2 mm 
Centering accuracy of Laser plummet 1.5 mm at 1.5 m 
Number of drives 1 horizontal / 1 vertical 
Power Management 
Internal Battery Lithium Ion 
Operating Time 5 – 8 h (GEB221) 
Voltage / Capacity 7.4 V / 4.4 Ah 
Weight and Dimensions 
Weight of Total Station / Battery GEB221 / Tribrach GDF121 4.9 – 5.5 kg / 0.2 kg / 0.8 kg 
Height / Width / Length 345 mm / 226 mm / 203 mm 
Environmental specifications 
Working / Storage temperature range -20° C to +50° C / -40° C to +70° C 
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Dust / water (IEC 60529) / Humidity IP55 / 95%, non-condensing 
Guide Light (EGL) Working Range 5 – 150 m 
Positioning accuracy 5 cm at 100 m 
1 Standard deviation ISO 17123-3 
2 Overcast, no haze, visibility about 40 km; no heat shimmer 
3 Standard deviation ISO 17123-4 
4 To Round Prism GPR1 
5 Fast Mode 
6 Object in shade, sky overcast, Kodak Grey Card (90% reflective) 
7 Distance >500 m 4 mm + 2 ppm 
8 Target perfectly aligned to the instrument 
9 Measurement precision, accuracy and reliability are dependent upon various factors including number 
of satellites, geometry, 
obstructions, observation time, ephemeris accuracy, ionospheric conditions, multipath etc. Figures 
quoted assume normal to 
favorable conditions. Times can also not be quoted exactly. Times required are dependent upon various 
factors including number 
of satellites, geometry, ionospheric conditions, multipath etc. The following accuracies, given as root 
mean square, 
are based on real-time measurements. 
10 When used within reference station networks the position accuracy is in accordance with the 
accuracy specifications provided by 
the reference station network. 
11 Might vary due to atmospheric conditions, signal multipath, obstructions, signal geometry and 
number of tracked signals. 
Leica Viva SmartStation 
Leica Viva Imaging 
Add-on GS15 / GS14 / GS12 Position accuracy9,10 Horizontal: 10 mm + 1 ppm, Vertical: 20 mm + 1 
ppm 
RTK Initialization 
Reliability >99.99% 
Time of initialization11 GS15/GS14/GS12 4 s, GS08plus 6 s 
Range Up to 50 km, assuming reliable data-link is available 
RTK Data formats for data reception Leica proprietary formats (Leica, Leica 4G), GPS and GNSS real-
time data 
formats, CMR, CMR+, RTCM v2.1 / 2.2 / 2.3 / 3.x 
GNSS Antenna 
Number of channels GS15/GS14/GS12/GS08plus: 120 
Dimensions (diameter x height) GS15: 196 mm x 198 mm GS14: 190 mm x 90 mm 
GS12: 186 mm x 89 mm GS08plus: 186 mm x 71 mm 
Weight GS15: 1.34 kg GS14: 0.93 kg 
GS12: 1.05 kg GS08plus: 0.75 kg 
Overview Camera Sensor 5 Mpixel CMOS sensor 
Focal Length 21 mm 
Field of view 15.5° x 11.7° (19.4° diagonal) 
Frame rate 20 frames per second 
Focus 2 m (6.5 feet) to infinity 
Image storage JPEG up to 5 Mpixel (2560 x 1920) 
Zoom 3-step (1x, 2x, 4x) 
Whitebalance User configurable 
Brightness User configurable 
Leica Viva One-Person-Surveying 
Motorization Rotation speed 45° (50 gon) / s 
Automatic Target Aiming (ATR) Range ATR Mode Lock Mode 
Round prism (GPR1) 1000 m (3300 ft) 800 m (2600 ft) 
360° prism (GRZ4, GRZ122) 800 m (2600 ft) 600 m (2000 ft) 
360° mini prism (GRZ101) 350 m (1150 ft) 200 m (660 ft) 
Mini prism (GMP101) 500 m (1600 ft) 400 m (1300 ft) 
Reflective tape (60 mm x 60 mm) 45 m (150 ft) – 
Shortest distance to 360° prism 1.5 m 5 m 
Accuracy1 / Measurement Time 
ATR angle accuracy Hz, V 1“ (0.3 mgon) 
Base positioning accuracy ±1 mm 
Measurement Time for GPR1 3 – 4 s 
Maximum speed (Lock Mode) 
Tangential (standard mode) 5 m / s at 20 m, 25 m / s at 100 m 
Radial (tracking mode) 4 m / s 
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Searching 
Search time in field of view Typ. 1.5 s 
Field of view 1° 30’ (1.66 gon) 
Definable search windows Yes 
Method Digital Image processing 
Power Search (PS) Range 
Round prism (GPR1) 300 m (1000 ft) 
360° reflector8 (GRZ4, GRZ122) 300 m (1000 ft) 
Mini prism (GMP101) 100 m (330 ft) 
Shortest distance 1.5 m 
Searching 
Typical search time 5 – 10 s 
Default search area Hz: 360° (400 gon), V: 36° (40 gon) 
Definable search windows Yes 
Method Digital Image processing (rotating laser fan) 
Whether you want to stake-out an object on a construction site or you 
need accurate measurements of a tunnel or a bridge; whether you 
want to determine the area of a parcel of land or need the position of 
a power pole or to capture objects for as-built maps – you need 
reliable and precise data. 
Leica Viva combines a wide range of innovative products designed to 
meet the daily challenges for all positioning tasks. The simple yet 
powerful and versatile Leica Viva hardware and software innovations 
are redefining state-of-the-art technology to deliver maximum performance 
and productivity. Leica Viva gives you the inspiration to make 
your ambitious visions come true. 
When it has to be right. 
Leica Geosystems AG 
Heerbrugg, Switzerland 
www.leica-geosystems.com 
Leica Zeno 
Product brochure 
Leica Viva LGO 
Product brochure 
Leica SmartWorx 
Viva 
Product brochure 
Leica Viva GNSS 
Product brochure 
Leica Viva 
Overview brochure 
Distance meter (Prism), 
ATR and PowerSearch: 
Laser class 1 in accordance 
with IEC 60825-1 resp. EN 
60825-1 
Laser plummet: 
Laser class 2 in accordance 
with IEC 60825-1 resp. EN 
60825-1 
Distance meter (Non-Prism): 
Laser class 3R in accordance 
with IEC 60825-1 resp. EN 
60825-1 
The Bluetooth® word mark and 
logos are owned by Bluetooth 
SIG, Inc. and any use of such 
marks by Leica Geosystems AG is 
under license. Other trademarks 
and trade names are those of 
their respective owners. 
Illustrations, descriptions and technical data are not binding. All rights reserved. 
Printed in Switzerland – Copyright Leica Geosystems AG, Heerbrugg, Switzerland, 2010. 
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Generated with Pix4Dmapper Pro - TRIAL version 2.0.71
Quality Report
Important: Click on the different icons for:
  Help to analyze the results in the Quality Report
  Additional information about the sections
 Click here for additional tips to analyze the Quality Report
Summary
Project project 1
Processed 2015-Aug-21 22:43:09
Average Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) 3.58 cm / 1.41 in
Area Covered 0.2828 km2 / 28.2757 ha / 0.1092 sq. mi. / 69.9069 acres
Time for Initial Processing (without report) 34m:50s
Quality Check
Images median of 28137 keypoints per image
Dataset 158 out of 159 images calibrated (99%), all images enabled
Camera Optimization 0.99% relative difference between initial and optimized internal camera parameters
Matching median of 8099.35 matches per calibrated image
Georeferencing yes, 6 GCPs (6 3D), mean error = 0.005 m
Preview
 
Figure 1: Orthomosaic and the corresponding sparse Digital Surface Model (DSM) before densification.
Calibration Details
Number of Calibrated Images 158 out of 159
Number of Geolocated Images 0 out of 159
Initial Image Positions
The preview is not generated for images without geolocation. 
Computed Image/GCPs/Manual Tie Points Positions
Figure 3: Offset between initial (blue dots) and computed (green dots) image positions as well as the offset between the GCPs initial positions (blue crosses) and
their computed positions (green crosses) in the top-view (XY plane), front-view (XZ plane), and side-view (YZ plane).
Red dots indicate disabled or uncalibrated images.
Overlap
Number of overlapping images: 1 2 3 4 5+
Figure 4: Number of overlapping images computed for each pixel of the orthomosaic. 
Red and yellow areas indicate low overlap for which poor results may be generated. Green areas indicate an overlap of over 5 images for every pixel. Good
quality results will be generated as long as the number of keypoint matches is also sufficient for these areas (see Figure 5 for keypoint matches).
Bundle Block Adjustment Details
Number of 2D Keypoint Observations for Bundle Block Adjustment 1286807
Number of 3D Points for Bundle Block Adjustment 444865
Mean Reprojection Error [pixels] 0.164401
Internal Camera Parameters
CanonIXUS125HS_4.3_4608x3456 (RGB). Sensor Dimensions: 6.172 [mm] x 4.629 [mm]
EXIF ID: CanonIXUS125HS_4.3_4608x3456
Focal
Length
Principal
Point x
Principal
Point y R1 R2 R3 T1 T2
Initial
Values
3274.810 [pixel]
4.386 [mm]
2304.000 [pixel]
3.086 [mm]
1728.000 [pixel]
2.315 [mm] -0.048 0.045 -0.016 -0.003 0.008
Optimized
Values
3307.269 [pixel]
4.430 [mm]
2320.378 [pixel]
3.108 [mm]
1822.891 [pixel]
2.442 [mm] -0.043 0.049 -0.026 0.007 0.001
The number of Automatic Tie Points (ATPs) per pixel averaged over all images of the camera model
is color coded between black and white. White indicates that, in average, more than 16 ATPs are
extracted at this pixel location. Black indicates that, in average, 0 ATP has been extracted at this pixel
location. Click on the image to the see the average direction and magnitude of the reprojection error
for each pixel. Note that the vectors are scaled for better visualization.
2D Keypoints Table
Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image
Median 28137 8099
Min 19452 2180
Max 48644 16809
Mean 28594 8144
3D Points from 2D Keypoint Matches
Number of 3D Points Observed
In 2 Images 304768
In 3 Images 64380
In 4 Images 27029
In 5 Images 14455
In 6 Images 8889
In 7 Images 6125
In 8 Images 4581
In 9 Images 3511
In 10 Images 2751
In 11 Images 2084
In 12 Images 1712
In 13 Images 1382
In 14 Images 996
In 15 Images 756
In 16 Images 560
In 17 Images 379
In 18 Images 221
In 19 Images 138
In 20 Images 80
In 21 Images 47
In 22 Images 17
In 23 Images 4
3D Points from 2D Keypoint Matches
Number of matches
25 222 444 666 888 1111 1333 1555 1777 2000
Figure 5: Top view of the image computed positions with a link between matching images. The darkness of the links indicates the number of matched 2D keypoints
between the images. Bright links indicate weak links and require manual tie points or more images.
Geolocation Details
Ground Control Points
GCP Name Accuracy XY/Z [m] Error X [m] Error Y [m] Error Z [m] Projection Error [pixel] Verified/Marked
SSM (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 -0.000 -0.011 -0.000 1.424 5 / 5
GP1 (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 -0.003 0.005 -0.003 0.787 16 / 16
GP2 (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 -0.002 -0.005 0.009 0.673 13 / 13
GP3 (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 0.002 0.002 -0.015 0.750 16 / 16
GP4 (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.730 17 / 17
GP5 (3D) 0.010/ 0.015 -0.002 0.000 0.005 0.687 15 / 15
Mean [m] 0.000034 -0.000986 -0.000371
Sigma [m] 0.002715 0.005285 0.007681
RMS Error [m] 0.002715 0.005376 0.007690
Localisation accuracy per GCP and mean errors in the three coordinate directions. The last column counts the number of images where the GCP has been
automatically verified vs. manually marked.
Georeference Verification
GCP Name: SSM
(360925.0690,6370409.6530,20.2900)
IMG_4588.JPG
IMG_4596.JPG
IMG_4597.JPG
IMG_4633.JPG
IMG_4641.JPG
GCP SSM was not marked on the following images
(only up to 6 images shown). If the circle is too far away
from the initial GCP position, also measure the GCP in
these images to improve the accuracy.
IMG_4632.JPG
IMG_4642.JPG
IMG_4643.JPG
IMG_4674.JPG
IMG_4680.JPG
IMG_4681.JPG
GCP Name: GP1
(360986.6674,6370335.6410,23.4870)
IMG_4598.JPG
IMG_4599.JPG
IMG_4601.JPG
IMG_4602.JPG
IMG_4603.JPG
IMG_4627.JPG
IMG_4630.JPG
IMG_4631.JPG
IMG_4632.JPG
IMG_4682.JPG
IMG_4683.JPG
IMG_4691.JPG
IMG_4692.JPG
IMG_4712.JPG
IMG_4713.JPG
IMG_4723.JPG
GCP GP1 was not marked on the following images
(only up to 6 images shown). If the circle is too far away
from the initial GCP position, also measure the GCP in
these images to improve the accuracy.
IMG_4644.JPG
GCP Name: GP2
(360888.4686,6370348.1397,21.0120)
IMG_4586.JPG
IMG_4587.JPG
IMG_4588.JPG
IMG_4597.JPG
IMG_4598.JPG
IMG_4642.JPG
IMG_4643.JPG
IMG_4644.JPG
IMG_4679.JPG
IMG_4680.JPG
IMG_4681.JPG
IMG_4714.JPG
IMG_4715.JPG
GCP GP2 was not marked on the following images
(only up to 6 images shown). If the circle is too far away
from the initial GCP position, also measure the GCP in
these images to improve the accuracy.
IMG_4649.JPG
IMG_4650.JPG
IMG_4693.JPG
IMG_4694.JPG
IMG_4713.JPG
IMG_4719.JPG
GCP Name: GP3
(360971.4828,6370438.9456,22.1400)
IMG_4595.JPG
IMG_4596.JPG
IMG_4597.JPG
IMG_4632.JPG
IMG_4633.JPG
IMG_4634.JPG
IMG_4642.JPG
IMG_4672.JPG
IMG_4673.JPG
IMG_4681.JPG
IMG_4682.JPG
IMG_4683.JPG
IMG_4721.JPG
IMG_4722.JPG
IMG_4723.JPG
IMG_4724.JPG
GCP GP3 was not marked on the following images
(only up to 6 images shown). If the circle is too far away
from the initial GCP position, also measure the GCP in
these images to improve the accuracy.
IMG_4604.JPG
GCP Name: GP4
(360951.5350,6370497.7032,21.7680)
IMG_4594.JPG
IMG_4595.JPG
IMG_4596.JPG
IMG_4606.JPG
IMG_4633.JPG
IMG_4634.JPG
IMG_4635.JPG
IMG_4640.JPG
IMG_4661.JPG
IMG_4662.JPG
IMG_4672.JPG
IMG_4673.JPG
IMG_4674.JPG
IMG_4721.JPG
IMG_4722.JPG
IMG_4733.JPG
IMG_4734.JPG
GCP Name: GP5
(361094.6609,6370499.6819,25.7170)
IMG_4605.JPG
IMG_4606.JPG
IMG_4607.JPG
IMG_4609.JPG
IMG_4610.JPG
IMG_4621.JPG
IMG_4624.JPG
IMG_4625.JPG
IMG_4666.JPG
IMG_4670.JPG
IMG_4671.JPG
IMG_4725.JPG
IMG_4726.JPG
IMG_4731.JPG
IMG_4732.JPG
Figure 7: Images in which GCPs have been marked (yellow circle) and in which their computed 3D points have been projected (green circle). A green circle
outside of the yellow circle indicates either an accuracy issue or a GCP issue.
Processing Options
Hardware
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU M 520 @ 2.40GHz
RAM: 4GB
GPU: Intel(R) HD Graphics (Driver: 8.15.10.2622), RDPDD Chained DD (Driver: unknown), RDP Encoder Mirror
Driver (Driver: unknown), RDP Reflector Display Driver (Driver: unknown)
Operating System Windows 7 Professional, 64-bit
Camera Model Name CanonIXUS125HS_4.3_4608x3456 (RGB)
Image Coordinate System GDA94 / MGA zone 56 (2D)
Ground Control Point (GCP)
Coordinate System GDA94 / MGA zone 56 (2D)
Output Coordinate System GDA94 / MGA zone 56 (2D)
Keypoints Image Scale Full, Image Scale: 1
Advanced: Matching Image
Pairs Aerial Grid or Corridor
Advanced: Matching Strategy Use Geometrically Verified Matching: no
Advanced: Keypoint
Extraction Targeted Number of Keypoints: Automatic
Advanced: Calibration Calibration Method: Standard, Internal Parameters Optimization: All, External Parameters Optimization: All,Rematch: yes
DSM, Orthomosaic and Index Details
Processing Options
DSM and Orthomosaic Resolution 1 x GSD (3.58 [cm/pixel])
DSM Filters Noise Filtering: yes, Surface Smoothing: yes, Sharp
DSM Generation yes, Method: Inverse Distance Weighting, Merge Tiles: yes
Contour Lines Generation yes, Contour Base [m]: 0, Elevation Interval [m]: 0.1, Resolution [cm]: 100, Minimum Line Size[vertices]: 20
Index Calculator: Radiometric
Calibration yes
Index Calculator: Reflectance Map yes, Resolution [cm/pixel]: 50, Merge Tiles: no
Time for DSM Generation 39m:05s
Time for Orthomosaic Generation 48m:47s
Time for Contour Lines Generation 01m:50s
Time for Reflectance Map Generation 02m:41s
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CANDIDATE SURVEYOR (NSW)
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CONTOUR INT.  0.2m
DATUM  AHD
ORIGIN  SSM184181   
SCALE
DRAWING FILE 
DATA FILE   
PLAN No.   
DRAWN   
CHECKED  
APPROVED 
REFERENCE  
DESIGNED 
1
A
CS
CS
CS
PROJECT
VOLUMES.DWG
AS SHOWN
STOCKPILE VOLUMES & SKETCH
TOTAL STATION SURVEY - LEICA TS15
AUTHOR:            CURTIS HAYDON SMEATON
STUDENT #:       0061032492
INSTITUTION:     UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND
TOPIC:  SURVEY APPLICATIONS OF PHOTOGRAMMETRIC UAVs -
                           A COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL SURVEY TECHNIQUES
COURSE:            BACHELOR OF SPATIAL SCIENCE (HONOURS)
PROJECT:           UNDERGRADUATE FINAL YEAR DISSERTATION
MAJOR:               SURVEYING
SUPERVISOR:   DR XAOYE LIU
TOPSOIL STOCKPILE CONTOURS
STOCKPILE LOCATION PLAN
1:1000
1:2000
TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION
WORKS TOPSOIL STOCKPILE
VOLUME = 3755m³
NOTE:-
   PROJECT, FOR THE DEGREEE OF BACHELOR
1. PLAN CREATED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
   FINAL YEAR UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING
   OF SPATIAL SCIENCE HONOURS (SURVEYING)
   UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND
   FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE THAN THE ABOVE
2. PLAN CREATED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
   ONLY, USE OF THE INFORMATION IN THIS PLAN
   SPECIFIED IS DONE SO AT USERS OWN RISK
T U/G TELECOMMUNICATION
LEGEND
SEWER MAN HOLE
GASU/G GAS MAIN
TELSTRA PIT
W U/G WATERMAIN
UGP U/G ELECTRICITY
SEWER INSPECTION POINTSIP
WATER METERWM
BOUNDARY LINE
TOP & TOE OF BANKS
MAJOR CONTOUR LINE (1.0m)
MINOR CONTOUR LINE (0.2m)
LIGHT POLE
DRAINAGE PIT
GAS
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Appendix H – Civilcad Volume Report: Total 
Station Survey 
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CIVILCAD 5 VOLUMES REPORT               Sat Mar 14 13:41:58       
  
                    COMPUTATION VIA PRISMS.           Z: \JOBS\3061\CIVIL\PROBTM 
 
FILES: 
====== 
  
DESIGN SURFACE:          Z:\JOBS\3061\CIVIL\3061-PRO 
NATURAL SURFACE:         Z:\JOBS\3061\CIVIL\PROBTM 
BOUNDARY LAYER:          _$BD0001 
 
3D Sloped Areas 
=============== 
Design Surface           2333.5 
within the boundary 
  
Natural Surface          2195.0 
within the boundary and 
within design surface 
  
 
Plan Areas 
========== 
  
Boundary Area            2192.7 
Design Surface           2192.7 
within the boundary 
  
Natural Surface          2192.7 
within the boundary and 
within design surface 
  
 
Cut/Fill/Net/Matching Areas 
=========================== 
  
                  Area(m2) 
Cut                      2.2 
Fill                  2190.5 
Matching                 0.0 Over this area the surfaces are identical.  
  
Sum                   2192.7 Area in cut + area in fill + matching area.  
 
Volumes 
======= 
                  Vol.(m3) 
CUT                  0.01 
FILL              3754.74 
 
total processing time:  0 seconds 
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Appendix I – Autodesk Civil3D Volume Report: 
UAV & TS Surveys 
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Cut/Fill Report 
 
Generated: 2015-09-16 09:46:27 
By user: Curtis 
Drawing: 
C:\UNI\UAV\DXFs\new\C:\UNI\UAV\DXFs\new\Volumes 
with correct units 3.dwg 
Volume Summary 
Name Type 
Cut 
Factor 
Fill 
Factor 
2d Area 
(sq.m) 
Cut 
(Cu.M.) 
Fill 
(Cu. M.) 
Net 
(Cu. M.) 
UAV 
Surface 
full 1.000 1.000 2204.64 0.42 3944.01 3943.59<Fill> 
TS 
Surface 
full 1.000 1.000 2204.64 0.01 3754.99 3754.99<Fill> 
Totals 
 
2d Area 
(sq.m) 
Cut 
(Cu. M.) 
Fill 
(Cu. M.) 
Net 
(Cu. M.) 
Total 4409.28 0.43 7699.00 7695.51<Fill> 
* Value adjusted by cut or fill factor other than 1.0  
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Appendix J – Safe Work Method Statements 
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